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ACTION: ADOPT STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 

RECOMMENDATION 

A. Adopt Complete Streets Policy (Policy) 

ISSUE 

The Complete Streets Policy (Attachment A) furthers the vision laid out in the Board-
adopted Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy and Implementation Plan, which 
guides the integration of sustainability in the agency's planning functions. The Policy will 
advance the Board's Active Transportation Agenda, which includes short- and long-term 
strategies for leveraging urban design, partnerships and project development to create 
environments that promote walking , bicycling , transit use, and public health, and promote 
an integrated transportation system that serves all users. 

DISCUSSION 

Since September 2013, staff has conducted outreach to seek input for the development 
of the Policy. Feedback was obtained from Metro Planning, Operations and Construction 
Departments, as well as from agency partners, including the Metro Technical Advisory 
Committee and its Subcommittees, the California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans), Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), sub-regional 
Councils of Governments, local governments, and other stakeholders. On February 12, 
2014, we convened a stakeholder workshop to solicit input on the development of the 
Policy that drew over 250 participants. The Policy was subsequently released for 
stakeholder review and comments. We convened a second workshop on August 19, 
2014, which over 280 participants attended to provide input to the draft Policy. An outline 
of the meetings attended is provided in the Outreach Matrix (Attachment B), and a 
summary of stakeholder input and staff's responses is provided in the Public Review 
Comment and Response Matrix (Attachment C). 

As transportation planner, coordinator, designer, funder, builder and transit operator, 
Metro has the opportunity to help advance state, regional and local efforts to create a 
more "complete" and integrated transportation network that serves all users and supports 
environmental sustainability. The term "Complete Streets" describes a comprehensive, 
integrated transportation network with infrastructure and design that allows safe and 
convenient travel along and across streets for all users, including pedestrians, users and 
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operators of public transit, bicyclists, persons with disabilities, seniors, children, motorists, 
and movers of commercial goods. 

The State of California has emphasized the importance of Complete Streets by enacting 
the California Complete Streets Act of 2008, which requires that when cities or counties 
make substantive revisions to the circulation elements of their general plans, they identify 
how they will provide for the mobility needs of all users of the roadways, as well as 
through Deputy Directive 64, in which the California Department of Transportation 
explained that it "views all transportation improvements as opportunities to improve 
safety, access, and mobility for all travelers in California and recognizes bicycle, 
pedestrian , and transit modes as integral elements of the transportation system." The 
California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 sets a mandate for the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions in California, and the Sustainable Communities and Climate 
Protection Act of 2008 requires emissions reductions through coordinated regional 
planning that integrates transportation, housing, and land-use policy. Achieving the goals 
of these laws will require significant increases in travel by public transit, bicycling, and 
walking . A policy that fully recognizes the need for safety and mobility for all roadway 
users is crucial to meeting these goals. 

The Policy builds upon projects and programs already underway at Metro to increase 
mobility options, improve air quality and health , and strengthen the economy of Los 
Angeles County jurisdictions. It is a tool to help guide Metro to better coordinate within 
the various functions and departments of the agency and between partner organizations 
that have influence or jurisdiction over the public realm . To maximize the benefits of 
significant transportation investments within the county over the next decades, concerted 
effort and active collaboration within the organization and among partner agencies are 
necessary to create a fully integrated transportation system that serves all users. 

DETERMINATION OF SAFETY IMPACT 

The Policy will not have adverse safety impacts on our employees and patrons. A key 
element of the Policy will be to promote a transportation network that improves safety for 
travelers. 

FINANCIAL IMPACT 

There is no financial impact. 

Impact to Budget 

There is no impact to the budget. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

The Board could decide to delay or forgo the adoption of the Policy. This alternative is 
not recommended . There is tremendous interest in Complete Streets throughout the 
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county from a variety of stakeholders. The Policy endeavors to maximize the benefits of 
significant transportation investments within the county over the next decades. 
Additionally, delay of Policy adoption would place our region behind other regions, which 
are actively pursuing Complete Streets implementation; over 600 jurisdictions throughout 
the United States have adopted Complete Streets policies, and a number of local 
jurisdictions within the county have adopted policies and resolutions or updated the 
circulation element of the General Plan to support Complete Streets. The Board's 
adoption of the Policy will provide support and direction for a comprehensive approach 
from our agency to support regional transportation goals and spur the collective action 
necessary to meet greenhouse gas reduction mandates and achieve a safer and more 
sustainable transportation system. 

NEXT STEPS 

Upon approval , staff will initiate implementation of the steps identified in the Policy. Staff 
will develop a multi-year plan for consideration in future years' budgets and provide a 
semi-annual update on the status of Policy implementation to the Ad-Hoc Sustainability 
Committee. 

ATTACHMENTS 

A. Complete Streets Policy 
B. Outreach Matrix 
C. Public Review Comment and Response Matrix 

Prepared by: Tham Nguyen, Transportation Planning Manager, (213) 922-2606 
Diego Cardoso, Executive Officer, (213) 922- 3076 
Shahrzad Amiri , Executive Officer, (213) 922-3061 
Cal Hollis, Managing Executive Officer, (213) 922-7319 
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Chief Planning Officer 

Arthur T. Leahy 
Chief Executive Officer 
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY 
COMPLETE STREETS POLICY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) has developed this Complete 
Streets Policy (Policy) to establish a standard of excellence for multimodal design . As transportation 
planner and coordinator, designer, funder, builder and transit operator, Metro has the opportunity to 
help advance state, regional and local efforts to create a more "complete" and integrated 
transportation network that serves all users and supports environmental sustainability. The term 
"Complete Streets" describes a comprehensive, integrated transportation network with infrastructure 
and design that allows safe and convenient travel along and across streets for all users, including 
pedestrians, users and operators of public transit, bicyclists, persons with disabilities, seniors, 
children, motorists, users of green modes\ and movers of commercial goods. Complete Streets is a 
high level policy direction that helps redefine how transportation agencies approach streets and 
highways so that the outcome is a transportation system that balances the needs of all users, 
regardless of age, ability, or mode of transportation. Through continued and incremental changes in 
capital projects, regular maintenance, and operations work, the street network will gradually become 
safer and more access ible for travelers of all ages and abilities . 

The Policy advances the vision provided in Metro's Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy and 
Implementation Plan and the Metro Board's Active Transportation Agenda. It is a tool to help guide 
Metro to better coordinate within the various functions and departments of the agency and between 
partner organizations that have influence or jurisdiction over the public realm. It identifies 
opportunities and actions where Metro can support local Complete Streets implementation. 

GOAL 
The Policy demonstrates Metro's ongoing commitment to improving mobility in the region and 
ensuring that streets form a comprehensive and integrated transportation network promoting safe and 
convenient travel for all users while preserving flexibility, recognizing commun ity context, and using 
design guidelines and standards that support best practices. The Pol icy is intended to achieve the 
following goals: 

• Maximize the benefits of transit service and improve access to public transit by making it 
convenient, safe, and attractive for users; 

• Maximize multi-modal benefits and efficiencies; 
• Improve safety for all users on the transportation network; 
• Facilitate multi-jurisdictional coordination and leverage partnerships and incentive programs to 

achieve a "complete" and integrated transportation system that serves all users; 
• Establish active transportation improvements as integral elements of the countywide 

transportation system; 
• Foster healthy, equitable, and economically vibrant communities where all residents have greater 

mobility choices . 

OUTREACH 
Since September 2013, Metro staff has conducted extensive outreach to solicit input in the 
development of the Complete Streets Policy. Internal feedback was obtained from Metro Planning, 

1 Green modes refer to a growing category of clean mobility options that include active transportation, rideshare, 
transit, and clean fueled vehicles . 
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Operations and Construction Departments, as well as input from agency partners, including the Metro 
Techn ical Advisory Committee and its Subcommittees, the California Department ofTransportation 
(Caltrans), Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), Councils of Governments, and 
other stakeholders . On February 12, 2014, Metro convened a stakeholder workshop to solicit input 
that drew over 250 participants, consisting of representatives from local and regional government, 
Metro staff from various departments, transit operators, the private sector, health sector, non profits, 
advocates, and other stakeholders . The Policy was subsequently released for stakeholder review and 
comments and a second workshop was convened on August 19, 2014, which over 280 participants 
attended to provide input to the draft Policy. 

COMPLETE STREETS POLICY STATEMENT 

Principles 
The following principles guide Metro's core commitments to include the needs of all users, regardless 
of how they travel, into the everyday decision-making process: 

1. Complete Streets Serving All Users and Modes. Metro expresses its commitment to work with 
partner agencies and local jurisdictions to plan and fund Complete Streets that provide safe, 
comfortable, and convenient travel along and across streets (including streets, roads, transit facilities, 
highways, bridges, and other portions of the transportation system) through a comprehensive, 
integrated transportation network that serves all categories of users, including pedestrians, users and 
operators of public transit, bicyclists, persons with disabilities, seniors, children, motorists, users of 
green modes, and movers of commercial goods. It may not be effective to modify all streets to 
accommodate all modes equally. Modal priorities may need to be established for key arterials based 
on context sensitive evaluations, public feedback, and a review of relevant data. Some streets may be 
prioritized for transit travel, others for walking, bicycling, vehicle travel , goods movement, or other 
types of modes. Some streets may have robust facilities that accommodate all modes; however, a 
number of streets might not contain all these features due to physical right of way constraints, 
connection with local context and local demand , and other considerations. However, all streets will 
allow for safe travel within an integrated transportation network. 

2. Context Sensitivity. In planning and implementing transportation projects, Metro departments, 
partner agencies, and funding recipients will maintain sensitivity to local conditions in both residential 
and business districts as well as urban, suburban, and rural areas, and will work with residents, 
merchants, and other stakeholders to ensure that a strong sense of place ensues. Improvements that 
will be considered shall contribute to safe travel for all users and be consistent with best practices. 

3. Complete Streets Routinely Addressed by All Departments. All relevant departments at Metro, 
partner agencies, and funding recipients will work towards making Complete Streets practices a 
routine part of everyday operations; approach every relevant project, program, and practice as an 
opportunity to improve streets and the transportation network for all categories of users; and work in 
coordination with other departments, agencies, and jurisdictions to maximize opportunities for 
Complete Streets, connectivity, and cooperation. 

4. All Projects and Phases. Complete Streets infrastructure sufficient to enable reasonably safe travel 
along and across the right of way for each category of users will be incorporated into all planning, 
funding, design, approval, and implementation processes for any transit and highway planning and 
design , new construction, reconstruction , retrofits, rehabilitations, and capital grant programs, except 
that specific infrastructure for a given category of users may be excluded if an exception is approved 
via the process set forth in the "Exceptions" section of this Policy. Even for projects with limited 
scope, opportunities to implement incremental improvements leading to long-term accommodations 
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for all users shall be incorporated. In new Metro corridor projects, intermodal connectivity elements 
shall be an intrinsic part of the project's scope in environmental documents, to the extent required, 
and project definition for construction. 

Implementation 
1. Design. Metro will design and evaluate projects using the latest design standards and innovative 
design options, with a goal of balancing user needs. Metro strongly encourages partner agencies and 
Metro fund recipients to use the best design guidelines and standards to foster safe travel for all 
users. 

2. Network/Connectivity. Metro will work with partner agencies and local jurisdictions to incorporate 
Complete Streets infrastructure into transit and highway planning and design, new construction, 
reconstruction, retrofits, rehabilitations, and Metro capital grant programs to improve the safety and 
convenience of all users, with the particular goal of creating a connected network of facilities 
accommodating each category of users, and increasing connectivity across jurisdictional boundaries 
and for anticipated future transportation investments. Transportation facilities are long-term 
investments that shall anticipate likely future demand for walking, bicycling, and transit facilities and 
not preclude the provision offuture improvements. These fac ilities should address the need for 
pedestrians and bicyclists to cross corridors as well as travel along them; this may include, but is not 
limited to, addressing the need along an adjacent corridor. Even where pedestrians and bicyclists may 
not commonly use a particular travel corridor that is being improved or constructed, key points should 
be identified for cross corridor accessibility. Therefore, the design of intersections, interchanges and 
bridges shall accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians in a manner that is safe, accessible, and 
convenient. 

3. Implementation Next Steps. Metro will take the following specific next steps to implement this 
Complete Streets Policy: 

A. Plan Consultation and Consistency: Maintenance, planning, and design of projects affecting 
the transportation system will be consistent with local bicycle, pedestrian, transit, multi modal, 
goods movement and other relevant plans. 

B. Stakeholder Consultation: Develop and for clearly define a process to allow for continued 
stakeholder involvement on projects and plans including, but not limited to, local bicycle and 
pedestrian advisory groups, transit riders and operators, accessibility advisory groups, 
automobile interests, movers of commercial goods, bus inesses, residents, emergency 
responders, and for other stakeholders, as defined necessary to support implementation of 
th is Complete Streets Policy by Metro. Consultation with these stakeholders is part of the 
overall project outreach effort. 

C. As identified in Table 2. 

4. Performance Measures. Metro will develop additional performance metrics and track progress 
toward achieving sustainability policies and priorities, including Complete Streets implementation, 
which will be included in the annual Sustainability Report developed by the Countywide Planning and 
Development Department. In addition, all relevant capital grant funding recipients shall perform 
evaluations of how well the streets and transportation network planned, designed, implemented, and 
funded by Metro are serving each category of users by collecting baseline data and collecting follow-up 
data after project implementation. This requirement has been incorporated into the 2015 Call for 
Projects cycle and will apply to all subsequent capital grant funding program cycles. 
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Exceptions 
Metro is committed to considering all users of the roadway during conception and development of 
projects led by the agency. The exceptions below apply to Metro's capital grant programs for projects 
in which Metro does not directly control and are implemented by local jurisdictions. Projects that seek 
Complete Streets exceptions within upcoming Metro capital grant fund ing program cycles must be 
documented with supporting data that indicates the reasons for the decision and are limited to the 
following: 

1. Non-motorized users are prohibited on the roadway by law (e.g., specific freeways and expressways 
that prohibit pedestrian and bicycle travel as specified by local or state law). In this case, key points 
should be identified for cross corridor accessibility. The design of intersections , interchanges and 
bridges shall accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians in a manner that is safe, accessible, and 
convenient. 

2. Scarcity of population, travel and attractors, both existing and future , ind icate an absence of need 
for such accommodations . 

3. Detrimental environmental or social impacts outweigh the need for these accommodations. 

4. Cost of accommodations is excessively disproportionate to the cost of the project, as set forth in 
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Accommodating Bicycle and Pedestrian Travel 
http://www. fhwa .dot.gov /en vi ron ment/bicycle pedestrian/guidance/design guidance/ des ign.cfm . 

The recommendation for exceptions will be made by the lead staff respons ible for the application 
evaluation of the grant funding program. However, the exceptions will be cons idered by the Metro 
Board of Directors as part of the review for award offund ing. The excepti ons shall be documented 
and included in the funding recommendation report to the Metro Board of Directors and posted on 
Metro 's Complete Streets webpage. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Los Angeles County Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority (Metro) has 
developed this Complete Streets Policy (Policy) 
to establish a standard of excellence for 
multimodal design . A Complete Streets 
approach views all transportation 
improvements as opportunities to create safe, 
more accessible streets for all users, including 
public trans it users and operators, pedestrians, 
bicyclists, children, persons with disabilities, 
seniors, motorists , users of green modes2

, and 
movers of commercial goods . As 
transportation planner and coordinator, 
designer, funder, builder and transit operator, 
Metro has the opportun ity to help advance 
state, regional and local efforts to create a 
more "complete" and integrated transportation 
network that serves all users and supports 
environmental sustainabil ity. Metro has been 
entrusted with expanding the County's transit 
system and planning highway improvements 
over the next decades that will support the 
public's interest in more travel choices. 

As a Regional Transportat ion Planning Agency, 
Metro does not own or operate many elements 
of the region 's transportation system, 
particularly the public rights of way. However, 
the agency is responsible for programming a 
sign ificant portion of the County's 
transportation funds and for the planning and 
funding of the regional transit system and 
highway corridors . In this capacity, Metro 
approaches implementation of regional 
policies through a combination of financial 
investments based on policy-driven funding 
criteria; by providing a policy framework and 
guidance to local agencies ; and through 
collaboration with local jurisdictions and 
regional, state, and federal partners to advance 
the region's transportation agenda. In 
addition , Metro operates an extensive and 
expanding transit network within the County. 
Although the streets and infrastructure that 
comprise the firstflast mile, the portion of the 
journey where transit passengers get to a 

2 Green modes refer to a growing category of clean 
mobil ity options that include active transportation , 
rideshare , transit, and clean fueled vehicles . 

trans it stop or from the trans it stop to their 
final destination, fall outside the boundaries of 
Metro 's jurisd iction and control , these 
elements remain critical components of an 
effective publ ic transportation system. Metro 
recognizes that the plann ing and coordinated 
development of Complete Streets 
infrastructure not only can improve regional 
transpo rtation effectiveness but also provides 
benefi ts for local governments in the areas of 
infrastructure cost savings; public health ; and 
environmental sustainability and acknowledges 
the benefits and value fo r the public health and 
welfare of reducing veh icle miles traveled and 
increas ing transportation choices. 

GOAL 
The Complete Streets Pol icy demonstrates 
Metro 's ongoing comm itment to improving 
mobil ity in the region and ensuring that 
streets form a comprehens ive and integrated 
transportat ion network promoting safe and 
convenient travel for all users while preserving 
flex ibility, recogn izing commun ity context, and 
us ing des ign guidelines and standards that 
support best practices . The Pol icy is intended 
to ach ieve the following goals: 
• Maximize the benefits of transit service 

and improve access to public transit by 
making it conven ient, safe, and attract ive 
fo r users; 

• Maximize mult i-modal benefits and 
efficiencies ; 

• Improve safety for all users on the 
transportat ion network; 

• Facilitate multi-jurisdictional coord ination 
and leverage partnerships and incentive 
programs to achieve a "complete" and 
integrated transportat ion system that 
serves all use rs; 

• Establ ish active transportation 
improvements as integral elements of the 
countywide transportation system ; 

• Foster healthy, equitable, and economically 
vibrant commun ities where all res idents 
have greater mobility choices . 

BACKGROUND 
The Pol icy is to further the vision la id out in the 
Metro Board-adopted Countywide 
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Sustainability Planning Policy and 
Implementation Plan, which guides the 
integration of sustainability in the agency's 
planning functions. The Policy will further 
advance the Board's Active Transportation 
Agenda, which includes short and long term 
strategies for leveraging urban design, 
partnerships and project development to 
create environments that promote walking, 
bicycling, trans it use, and public health. 

POLICY CONTEXT 
Federal 
Federal, state, regional, and local policies have 
echoed the need for accommodating all users 
of the roadway. The U.S. Department of 
Transportation Policy Statement on Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Accommodation Regulations and 
Recommendations supports the development 
of fully integrated active transportation system 
networks, which foster safer, more livable, 
family-friendly communities; promote physical 
activity and health; and reduce vehicle 
emissions and fuel use. The policy encourages 
transportation agencies to go beyond the 
minimum requirements and to proactively 
provide convenient, safe, and context-sensitive 
facil ities that accommodate people of all ages 
and abilities, including people too young to 
drive, people who cannot drive, and people 
who choose not to drive. Furthermore, Federal 
Transit Law specifies that all pedestrian 
improvements located within one-half mile and 
all bicycle improvements located within three 
miles of a public transportation stop or station 
have a de facto physical and functional 
relationship to public transportation . 

State and Regional 
The State of California has emphasized the 
importance of Complete Streets by enacting 
the California Complete Streets Act of2008 
(AB 1358), which requires that when cities or 
counties make substantive revisions to the 
circulation elements of their general plans, they 
identify how they will provide for the mobility 
needs of all users of the roadways. The 
California Department ofTransportation's 
Deputy Directive 64-R1 emphasizes all 
transportation improvements as opportunities 
to improve safety, access, and mobility for all 

travelers in California and recognizes bicycle, 
pedestrian, and trans it modes as integral 
elements of the transportation system. The 
California Global Warming Solutions Act of 
2006 (AB 32) sets a mandate for the reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions in the state, and 
the Sustainable Communities and Climate 
Protection Act of2008 (SB 375) requires 
emissions reductions through coordinated 
regional planning that integrates 
transportation, housing, and land-use policy. 
Achieving the goals of these laws will require 
significant increases in travel by public transit, 
bicycling, and walking. Strategies to support 
greenhouse gas emissions targets in support 
of S B 3 75 were adopted by the Southern 
Californ ia Association of Governments in the 
2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan 
(RTP) /Sustainable Communities Strategy 
(SCS) . In 2013, the State enacted SB 743, 
which eliminates level of service (LOS) metrics 
for projects within Transit Priority Areas. Under 
SB 743, the Governor's Office of Planning and 
Research has been tasked with developing 
alternative criteria to LOS. Particularly within 
areas served by transit, the alternative criteria 
must promote the reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions, the development of multi modal 
transportation networks, and a diversity of land 
uses. 

The Metro Board has been a champion for 
sustainability and supportive of federal and 
state policy initiatives to address climate 
change and promote sustainable 
transportation . In April2011, the Board 
directed staff to develop a Health and Active 
Transportation Agenda, which includes short 
and long term strategies for leveraging urban 
design, partnerships and project development 
to create environments that promote walking 
and biking, transit use, and public health. This 
was followed in july 2012 by the Board's 
adoption of the MetrofSCAG joint-Work 
Program to support the RTPJSCS and advance 
sustainable transportation options. In 
December 2012, the Board adopted the 
Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy and 
Implementation Plan to guide the integration 
of sustainability in the agency's planning 
functions. In April 2014, the Board adopted the 
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Figure 1. Complete Streets are streets for everyone. They are designed and operated to enable safe access for all users. 
Photos (1-4 from left) : Dan Burden, Walkable and Livable Communities Institute. Photo on right: Metro. 

First Last Mile Strategic Plan, which outlines a 
specific infrastructure improvement strategy 
designed to facilitate easy, safe, and efficient 
access to the Metro system . In June 2014, the 
Board approved the expansion of membership 
on Metro's legislatively mandated Technical 
Advisory Committee to include two voting 
members and alternates representing active 
transportation, one for bicycle issues and one 
for pedestrian issues, and one ex-officio (non-
voting) and alternate representing public 
health issues. 

The development of a Metro Complete Streets 
Policy is a continuation of the agency's 
commitment to supporting an integrated 
multimodal transportation system . The Policy 
complements a number of Metro Board-
adopted policies and directives, including, but 
not limited to, the following: 
• Developing an Active Transportation 

Finance Strategy Motion, July 2014; 
• First Last Mile Strategic Plan and Planning 

Guidelines, April2014; 
• Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy 

and Implementation Plan, December 2012; 
• Metro/ SCAG Joint-Work Program, July 

2012; 
• Transit Service Policy, July 2012; 
• Active Transportation Agenda, November 

2011; 
• Health and Active Transportation Motion, 

April 2011 (Item #17); 
• Enhanced MTA Bicycle Policies and 

Programs Motion, September 201 0; and 

• Bicycle Transportation Strategic Plan, June 
2006. 

Local Jurisdictions 
Within Los Angeles County, a number of local 
jurisdictions have adopted policies and 
resolutions or updated the circulation element 
of the General Plan, or in the process of doing 
so, to support Complete Streets and advance 
the health, safety, welfare, economic vitality, 
and environmental well-being of their 
communities as summarized in Attachment 1. 

Historically, the streets throughout Los 
Angeles County carried a world-class transit 
system consisting of streetcars, light rail, and 
buses that connected cities throughout the 
County and between neighboring regions in 
Southern California. These streets 
accommodated many different modes of 
transportation . Through policies and 
investments that prioritized the movement of 
automobiles, the streets became more 
incomplete and limited transportation choices 
by making walking, bicycling, and taking public 
transportation inconvenient and unattractive. 
Although many arterials have infrastructure for 
automobiles and transit, most have sidewalks, 
and some have bicycle lanes, the challenge lies 
with the quality of those facilities, rather than 
the mere presence of these elements, and 
whether they are integrated into a seamless 
network. For example, streets may have 
elements for different users. However, 
sidewalks may be broken. Street crossings 
may be lengthy and dangerous. Sidewalks may 
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lack curb ramps for ADA access. There may be 
bicycle lanes, but those lanes may be poorly 
designed or may not be integrated into a 
bicycle network, leaving gaps in the system 
that create unsafe conditions for bicyclist trying 
to travel from point A to point B. Therefore, 
improvements can be made to better facilitate 
trans it, pedestrian , and bicycle travel across 
the transportation system. Given the 
increasingly congested nature of our roadways, 
getting more productivity out of the existing 
road and public transportation systems is vital 
to increasing mobility. 3 

DEFINING COMPLETE STREETS 
The term "Complete Streets" describes a 
comprehensive, integrated transportation 
network with infrastructure and des ign that 
allows safe and conven ient travel along and 
across streets for all users, includ ing 
pedestrians, users and operators of public 
transit, bicyclists, persons with disabilities, 
seniors, children, motorists , users of green 
modes, and movers of commercial goods . The 
California Department ofTransportation 
defines a Complete Street as "a transportation 
fac ility that is planned, designed, operated , and 
maintained to provide safe mobility fo r all 
users , including bicyclists, pedestrians, trans it 
riders , and motorists appropriate to the 
function and context of the facility." 4 Complete 
Streets is a high level policy direction that 
helps redefine how transportation agencies 
approach streets and highways so that the 
default outcome is a transportation system 
that balances the needs of all users, regardless 
of age, abil ity, or mode of transportation. 
Through continued and incremental changes 
in capital projects , regular maintenance and 
operations work, the street network gradually 
becomes safer and more accessible fo r 
travelers of all ages and abilities . 

3 National Complete Streets Coalition . 
http://www.smartgrowthamerica .org/complete-
streets I com plete-streets-fu nda menta Is I complete-
streets-fag/ 
4Californ ia Department ofTransportation. (October 
2008) . Deputy Directive 64-Rl : Complete Streets -
Integrating the Transportation System. 

Since communities have different context, 
needs , and characteristics , Complete Streets is 
a flexible, comprehensive plann ing and des ign 
approach to transportation . There is no 
specific des ign prescription; each street is 
un ique and its design reflects the context of the 
community and street network. Each street 
project is considered within the context of the 
overall transportation system. 

Some streets may be prioritized for pedestrian 
travel , others for transit, bicycl ing, motorists , 
or goods movement. Some streets will have 
robust fac ilities that accommodate all modes; 
however, many streets might not conta in all 
those features due to physical right of way 
constraints and other considerations. A 
Complete Street in a suburban sett ing will look 
very different from a highly urbanized area . 
But all streets will allow for safe travel with in 
an integrated network. 

Completes Streets Policies Across the U.S. 
Over 600 jurisdictions throughout the Un ited 
States have adopted Complete Streets policies, 
which can take the form of ordinances , 
resolutions, inclusion in general plans , pol icies 
adopted by city and county councils , rewrites 
to design gu idelines, internal memos from 
directors of transportation agencies, and 
executive orders from elected officials. 
Accord ing to the National Complete Streets 
Coalition, which has been compiling decades 
of research and practice on this topic, an ideal 
Complete Streets policy includes the following 
ten elements : 

l . Includes a vision for how and why the 
community wants to complete its streets . 

2. Specifies that 'all users ' includes 
pedestrians, bicyclists and transit 
passengers of all ages and abilities, as well 
as trucks, buses and automobiles. 

3. Applies to both new and retrofit projects , 
includ ing design , planning, maintenance, 
and operations, for the entire right of way. 

4. Makes any exceptions specific and sets a 
clear procedure that requires high-level 
approval of exceptions. 
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5. Encourages street connectivity and aims to 
create a comprehensive, integrated, 
connected network for all modes. 

6. Is adoptable by all agencies to cover all 
roads . 

7. Directs the use of the latest and best 
design criteria and guidelines while 
recognizing the need for flexibility in 
balancing user needs. 

8. Directs that Complete Streets solutions will 
complement the context of the community. 

9. Establishes performance standards with 
measurable outcomes. 

10. Includes specific next steps for 
implementation ofthe policy. 

Additional information on each policy element 
is available at 
http:ffwww.smartgrowthamerica .orgfcomplete 
-streets/ changing-pol icyfpol icy-elements . 

CHALLENGES 
Numerous cities and authorities have 
jurisdiction over the publ ic realm throughout 
the county. The development of an integrated 
transportation network that serves all users 
requires collaboration among the many 
custodians of the transportation system. 
Challenges to implementing Complete Streets 
projects include concerns about increased 
project cost, limited funding availabi lity, auto-
centric pol icies and guidelines, concerns about 
impacts on congestion , first and last mile 
challenges to connect to transit, potential 
operational confl icts between transit 
operations and bicycle facilities , provision for 
goods movement, coordination between land 
use and transportation, and the need for 
educating transportation professionals and 
decision makers to implement Complete 
Streets. 

Cost and Funding 
The concern about increased project cost and 
limited funding availability were mentioned as 
barriers to implementing Complete Streets . 
Although a Complete Streets approach can 
ultimately save agencies money over the long 
run , there can be upfront costs for educating 
transportation staff, updating internal agency 

CASE STUDY: Managing Traffic in the 
Sacramento Region. The City of Sacramento 
uses the opportunity presented by regular 
road maintenance work to add missing 
crosswalks and bicycle lanes and reduce 
exceedingly wide lanes to improve road 
safety for all travel modes in many 
neighborhoods . This has proven to be a 
cost-effective way to create more complete 
streets overtime. On several streets 
receiving new treatments, the City has seen 
total collisions drop by 32% and even 
sharper reductions in bicycle and pedestrian 
crashes . 
Source: National Complete Streets Coalition and 
Local Government Co mmission . (2012) It's a Safe 
Deci s io n: Complete Streets in Californi a. 

CASE STUDY: A Low Cost Complete Streets 
Project Helps Improve a Neighborhood in 
San Diego. The City added a mid-block 
street crossing with a wide, high-visibility 
crosswalk and a pedestrian refuge island on 
Adams Avenue, for a total cost of$20,000 in 
a lower-income neighborhood. According to 
Andy Hamilton, President ofWalkSanDiego, 
the project has "made a huge difference 
calming the traffic for two blocks, giving a 
whole neighborhood better access to its only 
park." On another low cost project, the City 
spent $4,500 to enhance safety and calm 
traffic through the application of paint and 
the installation of a few bollards at the 50th 
and University Avenue intersection. 

Source: National 
Complete Streets 
Coalition and Local 
Government 
Commission . (2012) 
It's a Safe Decision : 
Complete Streets in 
California. 

procedu res and processes , designing and 
constructing Complete Streets treatments . 
However, cost savings can be ach ieved by 
creating more efficiency in how roadway funds 
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are spent so that all modes are considered 
during the initiation of project planning and 
design rather than retrofitting the project in the 
future, which can be more costly. In some 
instances, the cost of developing a Complete 
Street can be high; however, many Complete 
Streets improvements can also be modest in 
size and low cost. With a Complete Streets 
approach, every time work is done to the 
street, it is made better for more users. This 
means that small and routine tasks such as 
restriping and updating signal timing, not just 
the larger construction and reconstruction 
projects, provide opportunities to implement 
Complete Streets. Many small, low-cost 
improvements can, when thoughtfully 
implemented over time, create a much 
friendlier and safer environment for everyone. 

Within Los Angeles County, various federal, 
state, and local funding sources are available 
to implement complete streets, as shown in 
Table 1. Additional offsets can be achieved by 
timing and coordinating complete streets 
implementation with routine roadway 
maintenance, street repaving, retrofits, and 
other capital improvement projects; re-
prioritizing projects and allocating funds to 
projects that improve overall mobility; and 
pursuing grant opportunities and new funding 
sources. 

Policies 
The streets in Los Angeles County once carried 
an extensive transit system and 
accommodated different modes of 
transportation . However, policies and funding 
over the course of the twentieth century began 
prioritizing a singular mode, as automobiles 
became more prevalent. Streets were 
retrofitted or built that facilitated automobile 
travel but provided limited transportation 
options for other modes, such as walking, 
bicycling, and taking public transportation, 
which became inconvenient and unattractive 
travel choices. When more single-occupancy 
vehicles use the roadway, it can create 
congestion that ultimately affects the travel 
time for transit, making it less convenient. 
Conflicts with existing plans and policies pose 
challenges for implementation of Complete 

Streets. For example, each local jurisdiction 
has an adopted General Plan, which includes a 
circulation element. Many of these plans were 
developed prior to the California Complete 
Streets Act of2008 and primarily focus on 
prioritizing auto travel. Although a number of 

Table 1. Potential Funding Sources for 
Complete Streets in Los Angeles County 
Local 
Propositions A Local Return 
Proposition C Local Return 
Proposition C 25% 
MeasureR Local Return 
Transportation Development Act Article 3 
Transportation Development Act Article 8 
Developer Mitigation Fees 
Gas Tax 
ExpressLanes Net Toll Revenue 
State 
Active Transportation Program 
Cap and Trade 
Federal 
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality 
Program 
Regional Surface Transportation Program 
Surface Transportation Program Local 
Urbanized Area Formula Grant (5307) 
Enhanced Mobil ity of Seniors and Individuals 
with Disabilities (531 0) 
Formula Grants for Rural Areas (5311) 

jurisdictions within the county have updated 
their circulation elements to be consistent with 
state law, many local jurisdictions have yet to 
do so. This is complicated by the fact that 
local jurisdictions may face tight budgetary 
constraints. 

Prior to the passage ofSB 743, the analyses of 
environmental impacts under the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) focused on 
the delay that vehicles experience at 
intersections and on roadway segments. Many 
jurisdictions currently use auto delay 
standards, such as level of service (LOS), to 
assess potential traffic impacts during a 
project's environmental review. Mitigation for 
LOS impacts typ ically involves reducing project 
size or adding motor vehicle capacity. Without 
affecting project demand, reducing the size of 
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the project simply transfers development, and 
its associated traffic, elsewhere. When infill 
projects are reduced in size, development may 
be pushed to less transportation-efficient 
locations, which results in greater total travel. 
Meanwhile, adding motor vehicle capacity may 
induce additional vehicle travel, which 
negatively impacts the environment and 
human health. It also negatively impacts other 
modes of transportation, lengthening 
pedestrian crossing distances, adding delay 
and risk to pedestrian travel, displacing bicycle 
and dedicated transit facilities, and adding 
delay and risk to those modes of travel. 
Tradeoffs frequently occur between automobile 
convenience and the provision of safe and 
efficient facilities for active modes and users of 
transit. LOS metrics mischaracterize transit, 
bicycle, and pedestrian improvements as being 
detrimental to transportation, since any 
improvements for other modes that might 
inconvenience motorists is characterized as an 
impediment to transportation .5 In response to 
SB 743, the Governor's Office of Planning and 
Research (OPR) has issued draft guidance that 
proposes the use of vehicle miles traveled as 
the performance measure for transportation 
impacts of a project under CEQA, shifting the 
focus to reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions, creation of multi modal networks, 
and promotion of a mix of land uses.6.7A 
project's effect on automobile delay does not 

5 State of Cal ifornia Governor's Office of Planning 
and Research . (2013) . Prel iminary Evaluation of 
Alternative Methods ofTransportation Analysis . 
http: //www.opr.ca .gov /docs/Prelim i naryEval uation 
Transportation Metrics. pdf 
6 State of Cal ifornia Governor's Office of Planning 
and Research. (2013) . Prel iminary Evaluation of 
Alternative Methods ofTransportation Analysis . 
http: //www.opr.ca.gov /docs/Prelim ina ryE valuation 
Transportation Metrics. pdf 
7 State of California Governor's Office of Planning 
and Research . (2014). Updating Transportation 
Impacts Analysis in the CEQA Guidelines: 
Preliminary Discussion Draft of Updates to the 
CEQA Guidelines Implementing Senate Bill 743 
(Steinberg, 2013) . 
http://www.opr.ca .gov /docs/Final Prelim inary Dis 
cussion Draft of Updates lmplementing__SB 743 

080614 .pdf 

constitute a significant environmental impact. 
The comment period for the draft OPR 
guideline has been extended until November 
21,2014. jurisdictions with policies that focus 
primarily on the automobile may conflict with 
those of a Complete Streets Pol icy. 

Transit Operations in the Context of Complete 
Streets 
There are a number of challenges with 
improving first and last mile connections to 
transit in Los Angeles County. In many 
situations, especially along higher traveled 
corridors, right-of-way is limited and already 
encumbered. Providing robust access facilities 
could potentially put stra in on other 
complementary travel modes. For example, 
providing protected bike lanes on a heavily 
used trans it access route may affect vehicular 
throughput and bus operations in some 
instances. Coordination is a challenge since 
there are many custodians of the public realm. 8 

In some instances, lane reallocations to 
accommodate bicycle facilities have not been 
coordinated with bus operators ahead of time, 
leading to transit operational conflicts resulting 
from these new facilities. Although Metro is 
committed to the continuous improvement of 
an efficient and effective transportation system 
for the County, the agency does not own or 
have jurisdictional control over transit access 
routes beyond the immediate footprint of 
station faci I ities. In addition, the physical 
environment poses a challenge for transit 
users, including the lengthy distance and time 
to access stations, broken sidewalks, and 
hazardous street crossings.9 

All these challenges can be addressed through 
thoughtful consideration , strategic planning, 
engineering, design and , most importantly, 
active coordination .10 Metro is currently 
developing guidelines to coordinate with local 

8 Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority and Southern California Association of 
Governments. (2014). First Last Mile Strategic 
Plan and Planning Guidelines . 
http://media .metro.net/docs/sustainability path d 
esign guidelines.pdf 
9 Ib id 
10 Ibid 
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jurisdictions early in the process to avoid and 
resolve potential transit operational conflicts 
as local agencies implement Complete Streets. 

Provision for Goods Movement 
Movers of commercial goods are another 
important user of the transportation system, as 
they provide sign ificant economic benefits to 
Los Angeles County and enable goods, 
primarily by truck, to travel to and from 
warehouses, to local retail stores, businesses, 
and homes. 

To operate, trucks require adequate 
intersection width and parkingfloading zones 
to deliver thei r goods. Furthermore, 
implementing bicycle and pedestrian projects 
on arterials with high truck volume could 
inadvertently create andfor increase conflicts 
between those modes. Therefore, provision for 
goods movement and coordination with goods 
movement stakeholders will be essential when 
planning for Complete Streets improvements. 
In doing so, potential conflicts between trucks 
and other users can be minimized or avoided. 

Land Use and Transportation 
Coordination and integration of land use and 
transportation are crit ical to facilitating healthy, 
sustainable, livable communities. Land use 
decisions affect the transportation system and 
can increase travel opt ions for people to access 
opportunities, employment, services, goods, 
and other resources and improve the quality of 
their lives. 11 In turn, transportation 
investments and decisions may affect land use 
development demand , choices, and patterns.12 

Metro, in most instances, does not have direct 
authority over land use, which is overseen by 
local jurisdictions. However, Metro recogn izes 
the importance of the relationship between 
transportation and land use and encourages 

11 U.S. Department ofTransportation Federal 
Highway Administration . Coord inating Land Use 
and Transportation: What is the Role of 
Transportation? 
http://www. fhwa .dot.gov /pIan n i ng/p rocesses /land 
_use/ 
12 Ibid 

local agencies to adopt land use regulations 
that improve access to transit and support 
sustainable t ransportat ion . Complementary 
Metro policies that address land use include 
the Countywide Susta inability Planning Pol icy 
and Implementat ion Plan and Jo int 
Development Pol icy. Metro is cu rrently 
develop ing a Trans it Oriented Development 
(TOD) Toolki t to serve as a resource for local 
jurisdictions interested in implementing transit 
support ive land use regulatory changes. In 
addition, Metro 's TOD Planning Grant 
Program provides funding to local jurisdictions 
to accelerate the adoption of local land use 
regulations that will increase access to transit 
and improve util ization of public transit. 

Training and Education 
Since a Complete Streets approach represents 
a change from "bus iness as usual ," ongoing 
train ing and education is necessary to ensure 
that planners, engineers, and partner agencies 
learn how to incorporate appropriate design 
elements into road projects , as well as have a 
thorough understand ing of new processes and 
procedures. Commun ity leaders need to 
understand how the general pol icy goals will 
man ifest into actual projects implemented on 
the ground . Communicat ion with the public 
will be an essential element to ensure that the 
street project reflects the context, needs, and 
desires of the commun ity. Transportation 
professionals should be able to convey how the 
project benefits residents , businesses, and 
other stakeholders nearby. 

METRO'S ROLE IN SUPPORTING COMPLETE 
STREETS: OPPORTUNITIES 
The Complete Streets Pol icy builds upon 
projects and programs already underway at 
Metro to increase mobility options, improve air 
quality and health , and st rengthen the 
economy in Los Angeles County jurisdictions. 
It is a tool to help guide Metro to better 
coord inate with in the various functions and 
departments of the agency and between 
partner organ izations that have influence or 
jurisd ict ion over the publ ic realm . To 
maximize the benefits of significant 
transportat ion investments within the county 
over the next decades, concerted effort and 
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active collaboration within the organization 
and among partner agencies are necessary to 
create a fully integrated transportation system 
that serves all users. 

A review of policies, plans and practices across 
a number of Metro departments and functional 
areas (e.g., Planning, Engineering and 
Construction, Joint Development, Operations), 
as well as input from Metro staff and external 
stakeholders, revealed opportunities to further 
enhance the existing activities underway at 
Metro to support Complete Streets. Two of the 
agency's major functions that have significant 
influence over the public realm include corridor 
planning and transportation funding. 
Opportunities to enhance these efforts, as well 
as other activities and programs, are discussed 
below and in Table 2. 

Corridor Planning 
Metro, in collaboration with local jurisdictions, 
plans, designs and constructs transit corridor 
projects that will significantly expand the 
transit network throughout the county over the 
next decades. There have been instances 
where key intermodal connectivity elements, 
such as bus layover and firstflast mile facilities 
were removed from a project's scope during 
post-planning phases of project 
implementation. For example, a critical bus 
layover facility was removed from the project 
definition of a Metro rail project as a "value 
engineering" decision. Although the facility 
may still be funded or implemented, possibly 
as a separate project, a clearer statement in the 
project definition may have more strongly 
supported its implementation. A statement of 
this type is critical at the beginning of the 
planning phase, such as during the 
development of the Purpose and Need 
Statement, and further emphasized at the 
completion of the planning phase. lntermodal 
connectivity elements provide a means by 
which a new transit project, or transit-oriented 
developments built by developers through 
Metro's Joint Development Program, becomes 
useful to passengers beyond the immediate 
transit corridor area, and is therefore 

fundamental to the overall success ofthe 
project. 13 

In new projects, these issues can be add res sed 
by better defining intermodal connectivity 
elements as an intrinsic part of the project's 
scope during project planning and in 
environmental documents, to the extent 
required, and project definition for 
construction. Key sections of environmental 
documents where Metro can better specify the 
intermodal connectivity elements are in the 
Purpose and Need Statement, Project 
Definition, Basis of Design, and Mitigation 
Measures.14 For transit projects currently 
underway or already in operation, Metro has 
developed a First Last Mile Strategic Plan to 
outline a specific infrastructure improvement 
strategy designed to facilitate easy, safe, and 
efficient access to the Metro system. 

Transportation Funding 
Metro is responsible for the distribution of 
local, state and federal transportation funds in 
Los Angeles County. Over the next ten years, 
transportation funds available to local 
jurisdictions through local return sales tax 
revenue (i .e., Proposition A, Proposition C, 
MeasureR), gas tax, and federal STP-L are 
estimated to reach over $10 billion.15 These 
funds are used by local jurisdictions 
throughout the County for transportation 
projects and distributed on a per capita basis. 
In addition, Metro uses a Call for Projects 
process for programming regional funds to 
cities, the County, and local agencies. 
Opportunities exist to leverage these sources 
to incentivize partner agencies to develop 
projects that serve all users of the roadway and 
to promote greater efficiency in how 
transportation funds are used, for example to: 

13 Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority. (2013) . Review of Policies, Plans and 
Practices Related to Transit Service Planning and 
Delivery. 
14 Ibid 
15 Los Angeles County Metro Transportation 
Authority. (2014) . Board Report: 2014 Short 
Range Transportation Plan . Appendix G .. 
http:/ Jmedia .metro.netjboardjltemsf20l4f07 _july/ 
20140724rbm item25 .pdf 
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• encourage agencies to coordinate 
complete streets implementation with 
routine roadway maintenance, street 
repaving, retrofits , widenings; 

• consider all users during project plann ing 
and design to avoid costly retrofits in the 
future; 

• re-prioritize projects that provide the 
greatest mobility benefits. 

Other agencies with a similar funding role as 
Metro have addressed this through project 
selection and funding. For example, the 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
(MTC) administers the One Bay Area grant 
program in the San Francisco Bay Area to 
support the Sustainable Communities 
Strategies. Local jurisdictions can meet the 
Complete Streets requirements by either 
adopting a Complete Streets Resolution that 
incorporates MTC's elements or a General 
Plan that complies with the Californ ia 
Complete Streets Act of2008.16 

Local jurisdictions throughout the County have 
used grants awarded through the Call for 
Projects Program to fund regionally significant 
projects that improve multimodal corridors, 
enhance streetscape, improve linkages to 
transit and spur innovations. An increasing 
share of Call for Projects funds over the last ten 
years has been used to promote active 
transportation projects. Since the 2011 Call for 
Projects cycle, Metro has included an impact 
checkl ist in appl ications to encourage 
appl icants to document how the needs of 
pedestrians and bicyclists were considered in 
the process of planning and for designing the 
proposed project. Within the Regional Surface 
Transportation Improvements modal category, 
a significant number of points have been 
assigned to encourage multimodal projects. 
With each cycle of the program, Metro 
continues to refine the application and process 

16 Co, Sean . (2012). Memorandum: One Bay Area 
Grant: Complete Streets Required Elements. 
http ://www.mtc.ca.gov/funding/onebayarea/Compl 
ete Streets Reso OBAG2.pdf 

to encourage multimodal projects that benefit 
the region . 

However, opportunities exist to further 
enhance the program to : 
• encourage high quality design , 
• improve integration between modes, 
• reduce modal conflicts (e.g. , projects that 

widen roadways to increase vehicle 
capacity should also address how 
lengthen ing the cross ing distance impacts 
pedestrians and trans it passengers 
cross ing the streets), 

• avoid piecemeal or inefficient investments, 
• maxi mize person throughput, and 
• streaml ine application process fo r 

mult imodal projects that provide the 
greatest mobility benefits. 

Opportunit ies exist to el iminate such 
confl icting effects by: 
• providing more rigorous performance 

criteria to select projects that improve 
mobility and access fo r all modes and 
increase person through put, 

• prioritizing projects that are des igned to 
mitigate modal conflicts , 

• tra ining project evaluation staff to 
distinguish between complete streets 
versus incomplete streets projects , 

• providing add itional tools to increase 
coordination between Modal Leads and 
improving tracking of all projects to ensure 
that those awa rded under different modal 
categories located in the same corridor are 
not cancell ing the benefi.ts of each other 
(e.g. , a road -widening project to increase 
automobile throughput would not be 
funded in the same corridor as a traffic 
calm ing streetscape project) . 

Opportunities to support Complete Streets 
were also identified in other functional areas 
and programs at Metro, including Joint 
Development, Transit Project Del ivery, and 
Operations , which are summarized in Table 2. 
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COMPLETE STREETS POLICY STATEMENT 

Principles 
The principles below guide Metro's core 
commitments to include the needs of all users, 
regardless of how they travel, into the everyday 
decision-making process. 

7. Complete Streets Serving All Users and 
Modes. Metro expresses its commitment to 
work with partner agencies and local 
jurisdictions to plan and fund Complete Streets 
that provide safe, comfortable, and convenient 
travel along and across streets (including 
streets, roads, transit facilities, highways, 
bridges, and other portions of the 
transportation system) through a 
comprehensive, integrated transportation 
network that serves all categories of users, 
including pedestrians, users and operators of 
public transit, bicyclists, persons with 
disabilities, seniors, children, motorists, users 
of green modes, and movers of commercial 
goods. It may be ineffective to enhance all 
streets to accommodate all modes equally. 
Modal priorities may need to be established for 
key arterials based on context sensitive 
evaluations, public feedback, and a review of 
relevant data. Some streets may be prioritized 
for transit travel, others for walking, bicycling, 
vehicle travel, goods movement, or other types 
of modes. Some streets may have robust 
facilities that accommodate all modes; 
however, a number of streets might not 
contain all these features due to physical right 
of way constrains, connection with local 
context, and other considerations. However, 
all streets will allow for safe travel within an 
integrated transportation network. 

2. Context Sensitivity. In planning and 
implementing transportation projects, Metro 
departments, partner agencies, and funding 
recipients will maintain sensitivity to local 
conditions in both residential and business 
districts as well as urban, suburban, and rural 
areas, and will work with residents, merchants, 
and other stakeholders to ensure that a strong 
sense of place ensues. Improvements that will 
be considered shall contribute to safe travel for 
all users and be consistent with best practices, 

such as the Metro First/Last Mile Strategic 
Plan, NACTO Urban Street Design Guide, 
NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide, Los 
Angeles County Model Design Manual for 
Living Streets, or equivalent. 

3. Complete Streets Routinely Addressed by All 
Departments. All relevant departments at 
Metro, partner agencies, and funding 
recipients will work towards making Complete 
Streets practices a routine part of everyday 
operations; approach every relevant project, 
program, and practice as an opportunity to 
improve streets and the transportation network 
for all categories of users; and work in 
coordination with other departments, agencies, 
and jurisdictions to maximize opportunities for 
Complete Streets, connectivity, and 
cooperation. 

4. All Projects and Phases. Complete Streets 
infrastructure sufficient to enable reasonably 
safe travel along and across the right of way for 
each category of users will be incorporated into 
all planning, funding, design , approval, and 
implementation processes for any transit and 
highway planning and design, new 
construction, reconstruction, retrofits, 
rehabilitations, and capital grant programs, 
except that specific infrastructure for a given 
category of users may be excluded if an 
exception is approved via the process set forth 
in the "Exceptions" section ofthis policy. Even 
for projects with limited scope, opportunities 
to implement incremental improvements 
leading to long-term accommodations for all 
users shall be incorporated. In new Metro 
corridor projects, intermodal connectivity 
elements shall be an intrinsic part of the 
project's scope in environmental documents, 
to the extent required, and project definition 
for construction. 

Implementation 
7. Design. Metro will design and evaluate 
projects using the latest design standards and 
innovative design options, with a goal of 
balancing user needs. Metro strongly 
encourages partner agencies and Metro fund 
recipients to use the best design guidelines 
and standards to foster safe travel for all users. 
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2. NetworkjConnedivity. Metro will work with 
partner agencies and local jurisdictions to 
incorporate Complete Streets infrastructure 
into transit and highway planning and design, 
new construction, reconstruction, retrofits, 
rehabilitations, and Metro capital grant 
programs to improve the safety and 
convenience of all users, with the particular 
goal of creating a connected network of 
facilities accommodating each category of 
users, and increasing connectivity across 
jurisdictional boundaries and for anticipated 
future transportation investments. 
Transportation facilities are long-term 
investments that shall anticipate likely future 
demand for walking, bicycling, and transit 
facilities and not preclude the provision of 
future improvements. These facilities should 
address the need for pedestrians and bicyclists 
to cross corridors as well as travel along them; 
this may include, but is not limited to, 
addressing the need along an adjacent 
corridor. Even where pedestrians and 
bicyclists may not commonly use a particular 
travel corridor that is being improved or 
constructed, key points should be identified for 
cross corridor accessibility. Therefore, the 
design of intersections, interchanges and 
bridges shall accommodate bicyclists and 
pedestrians in a manner that is safe, 
accessible, and convenient. 

3. Implementation Next Steps. Metro will take 
the following specific next steps to implement 
this Complete Streets Policy: 

A. Plan Consultation and Consistency: 
Maintenance, planning, and design of 
projects affecting the transportation 
system will be consistent with local 
bicycle, pedestrian, transit, 
multimodal, and other relevant plans. 

B. Stakeholder Consultation: Develop 
and for clearly define a process to allow 
for continued stakeholder involvement 
on projects and plans including, but 
not limited to, local bicycle and 
pedestrian advisory groups, transit 
riders and operators, accessibility 
advisory groups, automobile interests, 
movers of commercial goods, 

businesses, residents, emergency 
responders, and for other stakeholders, 
as defined necessary to support 
implementation of this Complete 
Streets policy by Metro. Consultation 
with these stakeholders is part of the 
overall project outreach effort. 

C. As identified in Table 2. 

4. Performance Measures. Metro will develop 
additional performance metrics and track 
progress toward achieving sustainability 
policies and priorities, including Complete 
Streets implementation, which will be included 
in the annual Sustainability Report developed 
by the Countywide Planning and Development 
Department. In addition, all relevant capital 
grant funding recipients shall perform 
evaluations of how well the streets and 
transportation network planned, designed, 
implemented, and funded by Metro are serving 
each category of users by collecting baseline 
data and collecting follow-up data after project 
implementation. This requirement has been 
incorporated into the 2015 Call for Projects 
cycle and will apply to all subsequent capital 
grant funding program cycles. 
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Table 2. Complete Streets Implementation Plan 

Category Initiation Timeframe 
1. Education and Technical Assistance 
1.1 Provide education and training for pol icy makers, elected officials, planners, engineers, and the general public Ongoing 
on the benefits, needs, and implementation of Complete Streets. 
1.2 Encourage the use of best practices in Complete Streets des ign, such as NACTO Urban Street Design Guide, Ongoing 
NACTO Urban Bikeway Des ign Guide, Los Angeles County Model Des ign Manual for Living Streets , and other 
gu idelines and standards that promote a standard of excellence for multimodal design. 
1.3 Develop and maintain Complete Streets website to provide agencies and interested stakeholders with relevant Ongoing 
information , resources, and best-practices to implement Complete Streets . Provide information on local, state, 
and federal grant opportunities related to Complete Streets promotion, plann ing, des ign and construction. 
Provide access to timely and informative data, information, and research. 
1.4 Create and publish performance metrics that can be used to help local jurisdictions prioritize projects for 0- 2 years 
funding, and to evaluate projects once they have been completed. 
1.5 Explore strategies to provide technical assistance to low-resourced cities , including provid ing applicable 0 - 2 years 
templates, exploring partnership opportun ities, pursuing grant opportun ities, and connecting agencies to other 
local organizations and expert sources , where applicable. 
1.6 Metro will highlight best pract ices to assist local jurisdictions in the development of des ign gu idelines and 0 - 2 years 
policies. 
1.7 Metro recognizes the potential for transportation infrastructure to support a variety of sustainability goals, Ongoing 
including reducing water and energy impacts, as established in the Sustainable Des ign Program in the Call for 
Projects. In implementing Complete Streets , local jurisdictions may wish to consider and incorporate storm water 
management and other components supporting environmental function. Metro is currently completing an Urban 
Greening Plan and Toolkit along with opportunity analysis and research. Metro will compile the results of this 
effort, along with other informational resources, to provide guidance on incorporating green infrastructure into 
roadway improvements. Metro's Plan and Toolkit will be complete by january 2016, and guidance pertinent to 
this policy will be compiled by july 2016. 
1.8 Assemble Complete Streets Working Group, which may consist of experts with Complete Streets knowledge 0- 2 years 
and expertise, local agency representatives, Metro representatives, and other stakeholders who can provide 
technical assistance and input for planning and development of Complete Streets. 
1.9 Assist local agencies to seek opportunities and partnersh ips to implement demonstration projects to 0- 5 years 
showcase best practices and case studies and to highlight Complete Streets implementation in a variety of 
context. 
1.10 Developing a Transit Oriented Development (TOO) Toolkit to serve as a resource for local jurisdictions Ongoing 
interested in implementing transit supportive land use regulatory changes. The TOO Toolkit will include an 
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Category Initiation Timeframe 
assessment of best practices for sustainable, transit-oriented land use planning. Best practices related to land 
use, density, diversity of uses, parking (vehicle and bicycle), bicyclefpedestrian amenities and linkages, public 
facilities and infrastructure, and general principles of sustainable neighborhood design will be developed. In 
addition, the TOD Toolkit will include a review of best practices for community engagement, as well as tools for 
assessing the economic and environmental benefits of transit supportive development. 
2. joint Development 
2.1 Include appropriate text in Requests for Proposals to ensure excellence in multimodal design and access . 0- 1 year 
2.2 Work with local jurisdictions to incentivize developer mitigations to address first and last mile solutions, 0-2 years 
consistent with the First Last Mile Strategic Plan . 
3. System Connectivity, Integration, and Performance 
3.01 Develop Active Transportation Strategic Plan to identify strategies to improve and expand the active 0-2 year 
transportation network and improve firstjlast mile access to transit; provide guidance to Metro and partner 
organizations in setting regional active transportation policies and guidelines to meet transportation goals and 
targets in support of the Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Community Strategies and other future 
planning efforts; engage local government and other stakeholders to identify key regional active transportation 
projects and programs within Los Angeles County through a collaborative stakeholder process and explore 
strategies to expedite implementation . 
3.02 Better design street treatments around freeway on and off ramps in highway corridor projects to facilitate 0-5 year 
safer and conven ient access for pedestrians and bicyclists who must cross these corridors. Ensure project team 
members have staff skilled and experienced to address multi modal and complete streets planning and design by 
providing training to Metro staff members involved in project and for as part of criteria during consultant team 
selection. 
3.03 Seek opportunities to implement first and last mile connections to transit. Ongoing 
3.04 Seek opportunities to include transit improvements, pedestrian and bicycle facilities , and other first and last 0- 5 years 
mile components onto new or retrofit Metro capital projects, transit and highway corridor planning and design, 
and Metro facilities to maximize efficiencies, when appropriate. 
3.05 Conduct periodic bicycle and pedestrian counts at various locations to determine needs and opportunities for 0 - 2 years 
improving pedestrian and bicycle travel and access to transit. 
3.06 Partner with local jurisdictions and agencies to exped ite implementation of high priority active transportation 0-4 years 
projects. 
3.07 Expand bicycle parking at Metro stations and stops, including creating bicycle hubs, increasing bicycle Ongoing 
parking, implementing bike share, and providing other bicycle facilities . 
3.08 Develop online interactive map to facilitate countywide network planning and coordination. The map(s) will 0-3years 
provide overview of priority routes for various modes, as identified through local and regional plans, including 
local bicycle, pedestrian, transit, multimodal, goods movement and other relevant plans. 
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Category Initiation Timeframe 
3.09 Develop performance metri cs and track progress toward achieving susta inability pol icies and priori ties , Ongoing 
including Complete Streets implementation, wh ich will be included in the annual Sustainability Report developed 
by the Countywide Planning and Development Department. In add it ion , Metro is currently updating the Long 
Range Transportation Plan and w ill be developing an Active Transportation Strategic Plan , both of wh ich will be 
exploring robust performance metrics related to health , access , bicycle and pedestrian t ravel , safety (e.g., 
coll isions), among other measures. 
3.10 Determ ine how the Pol icy will apply to Metro corridor plann ing projects in va ri ous stages of development. 0 - 2 years 

• For new projects that Metro plan and design, th is means includ ing intermodal connect ivity and first and 
last mile elements as part of the project scope during plann ing and in envi ronmental documents; having a 
budget set-aside for construction of these facil ities ; having team members skilled and experienced to 
address multi modal and Complete Streets planning and design, including Metro staff and consultant 
team members; and ensuring that even if pedestrians and bicyclists cannot travel on freeway or highway 
corridors , they should still be able to cross these facilities safely and conveniently. 

• For projects that are currently underway or already in operat ion , the Metro Board of Directors adopted the 
First Last M ile Strategic Plan , which outlines a specific infrastructure improvement strategy to facilitate 
easy, safe, and efficient access to the Metro system . Pilot projects have already been identified and will be 
implemented ; first lastjm ile projects will also be prioritized in future Call for Projects , includ ing the 2015 
Call fo r Projects appl ications ; and Metro will continue to explore existing and new fund ing sources to 
implement the First Last M ile Strategic Plan. 

4. Corridor Projects 
4.1 During project plann ing phase, define intermodal connect ivity elements as an intrins ic part of the project's 0 - 5 years 
scope during project planning and in environmental documents, to the extent required , and project definition for 
construction . Key sections within environmental documents where intermodal connectivity elements can be 
better specified include: Purpose and Need Statement, Project Defin ition , Basis of Des ign , and Mitigation 
Measu res . Ensure project team members have staff skilled and experienced to address mult imodal and Complete 
Streets plann ing and des ign by providing t raining to Metro staff members involved in project andfor as part of 
criteria during consultant team selection . 
4.2 Identify hot spot corri dors and facilitate transportation improvements across ju ri sd ictions . 0 - 5 years 
4.3 During project des ign phase (following environmental clearance) and during construction for new projects, 0 - 5 years 
ensure that Complete Streets and first and last mile solutions are integrated into project scope, design, and 
implementation . Provide relevant directive drawing(s) and appropriate budget set aside in Life of Project for 
construction of these facilities . Ensure project team members have staff skilled and experienced to address 
multimodal and Complete Streets design and implementation by providing training to Metro staff members 
involved in project and for as part of criteria during consultant team selection . 
4.4 Establ ish standard Complete Streets language for capital projects , as necessary, in Request for 0-2 years 
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Category Initiation Timeframe 
Proposals/Request for Qualifications 
4.5 During construction for new projects , identify opportunities for maintaining access to bicycle and pedestrian Ongoing 
facilities or provide appropriate detours . 
4.6 Develop lntermodal Connectivity Guidelines to provide guidance to project team members andfor consultants 0- 3 years 
for development and incorporation of key intermodal elements into project scope during planning and 
development fo r Metro Corridor Planning Projects. Where applicable, update Metro design criteria to reflect 
intermodal connectivity elements and first last m ile integration. 
5. Operations 
5.1 Establish Preferred Strategies for Developing Bicycle and Bus Infrastructure guidel in es that can be 0-2 years 
commun icated to local jurisdictions for early coordination to avoid and resolve potential operational conflicts as 
local agencies implement Complete Streets . Establish a seamless process to coordinate Complete Streets 
implementation with transit operations. 
5.2 Continue to enhance education and training for bicyclists , pedestrians, bus operators, and other roadway Ongoing 
users to improve awareness and safer interactions between these users of the roadway. 
5.3 Explore opportunities to add additional bicycle accommodations on buses and trains . Ongoing 
5.4 Identify key locations and responsibility to evaluate the outcome of Complete Streets implementation and 0- 3 years 
opportunities for improvements to accommodate all users of the roadway and track before and after performance 
measures, such as person throughput, busfbike collision, bikefpedestrianjvehicle collis ion, bus speed, run time. 
6. Funding 
6.1 Since the 2011 Call for Projects cycle, Metro has included an impact checklist in appl ications to encourage 0 - 1 year 
applicants to document how the needs of pedestrians and bicyclists were considered in the process of planning 
and for designing the proposed project. The impact checklist will be further refined and included in the 
development of a Complete Streets project initiation checklist for use by Metro and local agencies that receive 
fund ing through any Metro capital grant program, including Call for Projects and Express Lanes Net Toll Revenue 
Re-Investment Grant Program , to ensure that project sponsors have considered all users during project planning, 
design, and construction . 
6.2 Require that by January 1, 2017, cities and the County shall have an adopted Complete Streets policy, an 0 - 1 year 
Adopted City Council Resolution supportin g Complete Streets , or an adopted General Plan consistent with the 
Complete Streets Act of2008 in order to be eligible for the next cycle of Metro cap ital grant funding programs, 
including the 2017 and subsequent Call for Projects and ExpressLanes Net Toll Revenue Re-Investment Grant 
Program cycles , to reduce barriers and conflicts related to policy and implementation. Develop customizable 
Complete Streets Policy sample to assist local agencies comply with requirements. Jurisdictions will be 
encouraged to adapt the elements and language of the sample policy to meet their own circumstances and plans. 
These conditions for funding eligibility apply to new grant funding cycles and will not be retroactive. 
6.3 Provide Complete Streets training for all Modal Leads, project evaluation team members, and project 0- 1 year 

---- --
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Category Initiation Timeframe 
managers involved with any Metro capital grant funding program , including Call for Projects and Express Lanes 
Net Toll Revenue Re-Investment Grant Program. 
6.4 Develop appropriate performance criteria to prioritize projects that achieve Complete Streets goals and 0-2years 
improve mobility options in the Call for Projects, Express Lanes Net Toll Revenue Re-Investment Grant Program , 
and other Metro capital grant programs. The criteria should help to further enhance the program to encourage 
high quality design, improve integration between modes, reduce modal conflicts (e .g. , projects that widen 
roadways to increase vehicle capacity should also address how lengthening the crossing distance impacts 
pedestrians and trans it passengers crossing the streets), avoid piecemeal or inefficient investments, and 
maximize person throughput. 
6.5 Increase coordination between Modal Leads and develop geo-spatial inventory of projects that can be easily 0- 2 years 
tracked across modes and funding years for projects funded in Metro capital grant programs, including Call for 
Projects and ExpressLanes Net Toll Revenue Re-Investment Grant Program. 
6.6 With each cycle of the Call for Projects, Metro continues to refine the application and process to encourage 0- 2 years 
multimodal projects that benefit the region . Metro will seek opportunities to further streamline the Call for 
Projects application and process to promote and encourage multimodal projects that serve multiple types of users 
and contribute to an integrated transportation system. 
6.7 Within the Call for Projects, program local or state funds for bike and pedestrian improvements of$500,000 or 0- 2 years 
less, when funding is available, and leverage larger grants from federal sources for bigger projects in order to 
reduce the resource-intensive administration that accompanies federal funds . 
6.8 Continue Transit Oriented Development Planning Grant to encourage local agencies to accelerate the 0- 2 years 
adoption of local land use regulations that will increase access to transit and improve utilization of public transit. 
7. Goods Movement 
7.1 Work with local jurisdictions to identify a network of strategic arterial truck routes. These routes may be less 0- 2 years 
desirable for full Complete Streets treatment; however, accommodations for other users of the roadways or 
provision for parallel bicycle andfor pedestrian facilities should be considered, where feasible . Local jurisdictions 
are encouraged to refer to this plan to help coordinate planning to minimize potential operational conflicts 
between different users of the roadway. 
7.2 Encourage local jurisdictions to consider truck access when implementing complete streets projects and 0- 2 years 
balancing user needs, as appropriate. 
8. Procedures and Process 
8.1 Develop an internal procedure that can enhance interdepartmental coordination and communication to 0- 1 year 
facilitate Complete Streets planning and implementation. 
8.2 Assemble an internal working group to address Complete Streets planning and implementation within various 0- 1 year 
Metro functional units . 
9. Policy Updates 
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Exceptions 
Metro is committed to considering all users of 
the roadway during conception and 
development of projects led by the agency. 
The exceptions below apply to Metro's capital 
grant programs for projects in which Metro 
does not directly control and are implemented 
by local jurisdictions. Projects that seek 
Complete Streets exceptions within upcoming 
Metro capital grant funding program cycles 
must be documented with supporting data that 
indicates the reasons for the decision and are 
limited to the following: 

1. Non-motorized users are prohibited on the 
roadway by law (e.g., specific freeways and 
expressways that prohibit pedestrian and 
bicycle travel as specified by local or state law) . 
In this case, key points should be identified for 
cross corridor accessibility. The design of 
intersections, interchanges and bridges shall 
accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians in a 
manner that is safe, accessible, and 
convenient. 

2. Scarcity of population , travel and attractors, 
both existing and future , indicate an absence of 
need for such accommodations . 

3. Detrimental environmental or social 
impacts outweigh the need for these 
accommodations. 

4. Cost of accommodations is excessively 
disproportionate to the cost of the project, as 
set forth in the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) Accommodating 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Travel 
http://www. fhwa.dot.gov /environment/bicycle 

pedestrian/guidance/design guidance/desig 
n.cfm . 

The recommendation for exceptions will be 
made by the lead staff responsible for the 
appl ication evaluation of the grant funding 
program. However, the approval for 
exceptions will be considered by the Metro 
Board of Directors as part of the review for 
awa rd offunding. The exceptions shall be 
documented and included in the funding 
recommendation report to the Metro Board of 

Directors and posted on Metro 's Complete 
Streets webpage. 
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Attachment 1: Los Angeles County Jurisdictions with Complete Streets Policy/Updated General Plan Adopted or In Progress 

Jurisdiction Plan/Policy Status Complete Streets-Related Language in the Policy/Plan 
Agoura Hills Agoura Hills' Adopted on Goal M-2: Complete Streets. A transportation system that serves all modes of travel and meets the needs of all 

Final General 3/24/2010 users , as specified in the Complete Streets Act. 
Plan 2035 Policy M-2.1 Complete Streets. Ensure that the existing and future transportation system serves multiple modes of 
update travel, such as driving, walking, bik ing, and transit. 

M-2.2 Equal Mobility for all City Res idents . Provide a transportation network that meets the needs of a wide range of 
users , including adults , children , seniors , and the disabled . 
M-2.3 Transportation Plann ing. Encourage des ired land use patterns, such as mixed-use walkable developments, 
through transportat ion planning and design . 
M-2.4 Interconnected System. Develop an interconnected mobility system that allows travel on alternative routes 
and modes . 
M-2.5 Comprehensive Bicycle and Pedestrian System. Develop and maintain a safe, integrated, and comprehensive 
bicycle and pedestrian system that serves all ages and abilities in Agoura Hills . 

Arcadia Arcadia Adopted on The City's transportation network will consist of a system of complete streets that provide for a balanced integration 
General Plan ll f16f20l 0 of all transportation modes . This element address the complete streets concept by identifying a hierarchy of travel 

corridors in the City, defin ing a citywide transit plan, setting the framework for a citywide bicycle network, and 
highlighting pedestrian enhancement zones. 
Goal Cl-1 : An efficient roadway system that serves all of Arcadia , supports all transportation modes , and balances 
the roadway system with planned land uses . 
Policy Cl-2.2: Design and operate arterials and intersections for the safe operation of all modes , including trans it , 
bicyclists , and pedestrians. 

Artesia Artesia General Adopted In susta inability Element: By integrating land uses in a compact design that also supports safe streets access ible by 
Plan 2030 November, all modes of transportation , the City can encourage people to leave their cars behind . 

2010 
Avalon Avalon 2030 Adopted on Goals: Balance the needs of all travel modes with in the City. 

General Planj June, 2013 Policies: Vl-7 Ensure that residents and visitors can walk, bicycle, or use trans it to access key Avalon attractions , 
Local Coastal businesses, and places. 
Plan Vl-8 Include alternative mode accommodations in transportation capital improvement projects and programs. 

Vl-9 Enhance the pedestrian environment by provid ing a continuous network of pedestrian fac ilities and min imizing 
confl icts between pedestrians and vehicles . 
Vl-1 0 Enhance bicycle fac ilit ies serving both residents and tourists to provide safe bicycle access throughout the 
community. 
Vl-11 Enhance wayfinding for pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users . 

Azusa Complete Adopted on Complete Streets Policy 
Streets Policy 10/17/2011 

Baldwin Complete Adopted on Complete Streets Policy 
Park Streets Policy 8f17 /2011 
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Attachment 1: Los Angeles County jurisdictions with Complete Streets Policy/Updated General Plan Adopted or In Progress 

Jurisdiction Plan/Policy Status Complete Streets-Related language in the Policy/Plan 
Bradbury 2012-2030 Latest Draft Circulation-Transportation Objective 2: Strive for the creation of new transportation facilities for motorists , 

General Plan on 2/5/2014 equestrians, pedestrians, and bicyclists . Emphasize design standards that result in the construction of circulation 
Update and transportation systems that are safe and efficient; and sensitive to the needs of the disabled and City's unique 

rural residential character. 
Circulation-Transportation Action 7: Complete Streets Network- Continue to examine the existing circulation 
system in order to identify improvements that will lead to improved compliance with the "Complete Streets 
Network" as envisioned by AB 1358. 

Burbank Burbank 2035 Adopted on Burbank prioritizes streets that are complete, safe, and efficient. All users of city streets are valued equally, and the 
General Plan 2J19J20l3 street is considered an essential public place. 
update Citywide Land Use Goals and Policies: GOAL 4 PUBLIC SPACES AND COMPLETE STREETS 

Burbank has attractive and inviting public spaces and complete streets that enhance the image and character of the 
community. 
Policy 4.1 Develop complete streets that create functional places meeting the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists, 
wheelchair users, equestrians , and motorists . 
Citywide Mobility Goals and Policies: GOAL 3 COMPLETE STREETS 
Burbank's complete streets will meet all mobility needs and improve community health . 
Policy 3.1 Use multi-modal transportation standards to assess the performance of the City street system. 
Policy 3.2 Complete city streets by providing facilities for all transportation modes. 
Policy 3.3 Provide attractive, safe street designs that improve transit, bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian connections 
between homes and other destinations. 
Policy 3.4 All street improvements should be implemented within the existing right-of-way. Consider street widening 
and right-of-way acquisition as methods of last resort. 
Policy 3.5 Design street improvements so they preserve opportunities to maintain or expand bicycle , pedestrian, and 
transit systems. 

Note: Planning to develop complete streets standard by 2014. I 

Calabasas 2030 General Adopted on Implementation of the Circulation Element will improve the balance between various modes of transportation by 
Plan December, increasing the desirability of transit, walking, and bicycling. 

2008 Reduces dependence on single occupant automobile travel by providing a high level of pedestrian, bicycle, and 
public transit travel opportunities; Considers the movement of people and vehicles in the design and operation of 
transportation systems; 
Recognizes the special mobility needs of seniors, youth, and persons with disabilities. 

Compton General Plan Latest Draft This Element must identify: A plan for a balanced, multi modal transportation network that meets the needs of all 
2030 on January, users of the streets, roads, and highways for safe and convenient travel. 

2011 Residential Neighborhoods, Commercial Districts and Mixed Use Districts, Industrial Districts, will be designed or 
improved when possible to accommodate bicyclists, children, motorists, commercial drivers, disabled persons, and 
senior citizens. 
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Attachment 1: Los Angeles County Jurisdictions with Complete Streets Policy/Updated General Plan Adopted or In Progress 

Jurisdiction Plan/Policy Status Complete Streets-Related language in the Policy/ Plan 
El Monte General Plan Adopted on Goal HW-8 "Living Streets" are developed throughout the City. 

June, 2011 Policy HW-8.1 "Complete Streets" Policy. Adopt a policy to create "Complete Streets" that accommodate all travel 
modes appropriate to their function , are designed for the comfort and use of people of all ages and physical abilities, 
address green storm water management practices, and allow for public uses and closures for events . 

Glendale Glendale 2035 Update in City is updating its General Plan 2035 . 
General Plan progress 

Hermosa Living Streets Adopted on Complete Streets Policy 
Beach Policy 12/5/2012 
Huntington Complete Adopted on Complete Streets Policy 
Park Streets Policy 4/16/2012 
Industry General Plan Latest Draft 2.4 .2 Complete Streets 

on February, In addition to vehicular traffic, roadways accommodate bicyclists, children, persons with disabilities , pedestrians, 
2014 users of public transportation, and seniors . Designing roadways to accommodate this spectrum of mobility options 

is essential to the City's prosperity and to providing convenient access to jobs, schools, shopping, services, parks, 
and other key destination points . 

La Canada General Plan Adopted on CE Pol icy 1.1.3 : Develop a "Complete Streets" Plan in the City, which is designed and operated to enable safe and 
Flintridge 1/22/2013 convenient access for all users of all ages and abilities, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, transit riders, and 

equestrians . 
La Habra General Plan Adopted on The City's roadway network is planned in consideration of complete streets principles for streets to be designed to 
Heights 1/21/2014 enable safe and convenient travel by all users . 

RN 1.11 Complete Streets . Implement complete street improvements and maintenance as funding becomes 
available . 
The City sha ll continue to implement capital improvements as defined in the Annual Cl P (refer to Annual 
Implementation , D4, Cap ital Improvement Programs) . Depending on need and funding availability, these may 
include, but not be limited to, the following: Improvements of local streets to comply with Complete Streets 
objectives and criteria . I 

Identification , funding, and scheduling of roadway improvements including restriping, turning lanes, and 
intersection widening with modifications for compliance with Complete Streets requirements . 
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Attachment 1: Los Angeles County Jurisdictions with Complete Streets Policy/Updated General Plan Adopted or In Progress 

Jurisdiction Plan/Policy Status Complete Streets-Related language in the Policy/Plan 
Long Beach General Plan Adopted on Plans , maintains , and operates mobility systems consistent with the principles of complete streets , active living, and 

2035 October, sustainable community design. 
2013 STRATEGY No. 1: Establish a network of complete streets that complements the related street type. 

MOP Policy 1-1: To improve the performance and visual appearance of Long Beach's streets, design streets 
holistically using the "complete streets approach" which considers walking, those with mobility constraints, 
bicyclists , public transit users, and various other modes of mobility in parallel. 
MOP Policy 1-2: Where streets are too narrow to accommodate all modes of travel, consider parallel routes working 
together to accommodate all modes in a "complete corridors" strategy. 
MOP Policy 1-3: Improve auto-oriented streets (such as Pacific Coast Highway and Lakewood Boulevard) so 
pedestrians using the stores or services can walk comfortably and feel safer navigating the busy thoroughfare, 
regardless of their po int of origin - from the surrounding neighborhoods or via transit. 
MOP Policy 1-4: Allow for flexible use of public rights-of-way to accommodate all users of the street system , while 
maintaining safety standards. 

Los Angeles Mobility Plan Latest Draft Mobility Plan 2035 incorporates "Com plete Streets " principles and lays the policy foundation for how future 
City 2035 on 2Jl3 J2014 generations of Angelenos interact with their streets . 

This Plan recognizes the importance of our City's streets as the lifeblood of our health and economy and seeks to 
prioritize resources to transform and maintain our streets as Complete Streets that serve all users, now and into the 
future. 
The approach to implementing complete streets in the City of Los Angeles has taken shape through a layered 
network concept. The Complete Street Network layers roadway systems that prioritize a certain mode 
(transitjbicyclefvehicle) within each layer. While each street will still accommodate all modes, layering networks 
serves to emphasize a particular mode on a particular street as part of a larger system . A layered network approach 
has the benefit of increasing connectivity between modes . 
The concept of complete streets extends to goods movement as well. As transportation systems evolve, the 
economic necessity of moving goods to places with large trucks on City streets will still be an important issue to 
consider in the balancing act of roadway prioritization . 

Los Angeles Los Angeles Latest Draft Goal M 1: Street designs that incorporate the needs of all users . 
County County General on Policy M 1.1: Provide for the accommodation of all users, including pedestrians , motorists , bicyclists, equestrians, 

Plan 2035 6J23 /2014 . users of public transit, seniors, children, and persons with disabilities when requiring or planning for new, or 
Update retrofitting existing transportation corridorsjnetworks whenever appropriate and feasible . 

Policy M 1.2: Ensure that streets are safe for sensitive users, such as seniors and children . 
Policy M 1.3: Util ize industry standard rating systems to assess sustainability and effectiveness of street systems for 
all users. 

Manhattan Mob il ity Plan Latest Draft Vision of the mobility plan : Maintain and operates mobility systems consistent with the principles of Complete 
Beach 6/4/2014 Streets , active living and sustainable community design. 

Manhattan Beach is considering a Living Streets policy and participates in South Bay Living Streets in itiatives. 
Policy 1-6.5: Develop and implement standards to encourage pedestrian-oriented design for commercial properties 
consistent with Complete Streets andjor Living Streets Policies. 
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Attachment 1: Los Angeles County Jurisdictions with Complete Streets Policy/Updated General Plan Adopted or In Progress 

Jurisdiction Plan/Policy Status Complete Streets-Related Language in the Policy/Plan 
Montebello General Plan In Process City is updating its General Plan . 

Update, 
including 
update to 
Circulation 
Element 

Pasadena General Plan- Latest Draft Complete Street Related Policies in the Mobility Element Update : 
Mobility on 1 J30J2014 1.2 Promote greater linkages between land uses and transit, as well as non-vehicular modes of transportation to 
Element reduce vehicular trip related emissions. 
update- 1.5 Consider the mobility needs of the disabled, students and especially seniors , when designing new 
Objectives and infrastructure and developing transportation programs 
policies 1.6 Design streets to achieve safe interaction for all modes of travel particularly for pedestrians and bicycle 

users . 
1.11 Design Streets to reflect the mobility needs of the adjacent land use context to support healthy activities such 
as walking and bicycling 

I 1.12 Apply traffic management measures to manage vehicular speeds as a function of designated street type to 
ensure safe and orderly movement of all modes of travel. 
1.17 Design streets to improve access to destinations by transit , bicycle and walking. 
1.18 Increase walking and bicycling to local destinations and regional transportation services by developing 
wayflnding signage for pedestrians and bicyclists . 
1.19 Develop measures to reduce conflict areas for bicyclists such as driveways and right turn lanes . 
1.20 Develop measures that would reduce conflicts between bicyclists and pedestrians on sidewalks especially in 
commercial areas. 
2.13 Amend the existing transportation impact fee to include pedestrian and bicycle improvements in addition to 
street and transit improvements 

Pomona General Plan Latest Draft The City will consider developing a program to consistently identify appropriate traffic calming measures throughout 
Update on March, Pomona. This program would allow the City to explore traffic calming strategies that add physical design features to 

2011 the traveled way in an effort to control vehicle speeds , moderate driver behavior, and improve general safety for all 
street users . 
Streetscape changes also support the City's "Complete Streets" approach to its mobility network. Streetscape design 
and street function will be coordinated to safely accommodate multiple "modes of travel," not just motor vehicle 
travel. 

Green Plan Adopted on Evolve the corridors and connected street network towards pedestrian, transit and bicycle-friendly "Complete 
11 J27 /2012 Streets," linked with the City's promenades, trails , parks , and other public open spaces through adoption and 

implementation of the Corridors Specific Plan. 
Rancho General Plan Latest Draft Goal : 5. Where appropriate, utilize complete street concepts to integrate the needs of all users of the roadway 
Palos Circulation on 9Jll J2013 system consistent with the California Complete Streets Act of2008 (AB 1358) . 
Verdes Element 
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Attachment 1: Los Angeles County Jurisdictions with Complete Streets Policy/Updated General Plan Adopted or In Progress 

Jurisdiction Plan/Policy Status Complete Streets-Related Language in the Policy/Plan I 
Santa General Plan- Adopted on Goal C 1: An inter-connected network of circulation facilities that integrates all travel modes . I 

Clarita Circulation 6f14f20ll Policy C 1.1.2: Promote expansion of alternative transportation options to increase accessibility to all demographic 
Element and economic groups throughout the community, including mobility- impaired persons, senior citizens , low-income 

persons, and youth . 
Policy C 1.1.7: Consider the safety and convenience of the traveling public, including pedestrians and cyclists , in 
design and development of all transportation systems. 

Santa General Plan- Adopted on Goal LU19: Design Complete Streets - Design and manage complete streets and alleys to support adjacent land 
Monica Land Use and 7/6/2010 uses and human activity, keeping in mind the unique character of each area of the City. 

Circulation LU19.2 Balanced Modes . Design and operate streets with all users in mind including bicyclists , transit users , drivers 
Element and pedestrians of all ages and abil ities . 

The Streets section is the heart of the Circulation Element. It synthesizes the Walking, Bicycle , Transit and 
Automobile sections, describing how the needs of each mode should be balanced with the others . 
Goal T3 : Ensure that Santa Monica 's streets are pleasant for all users . 
Goal TS : Establish performance measures and design guidelines for the City's transportation system that reflect the 
LUCE priorities . 
T5.4 Develop des ign guidelines and management tools for all City streets , so that each street supports the land uses 
along it and provides an optimal accommodation for all modes of transportation . 
Actions : Adopt transportat ion performance criteria to reflect the Circulation Element goals and principles and 
incorporate these into the Sustainable City Plan . 

Sierra General Plan Draft on Objective L 46: Develop a balanced and multi-modal transportation system to serve the needs of all roadway users , 
Madre update 5f7 /2013 including motorists , public transit patrons , pedestrians and cyclists . 

L 47: Improve streets to maintain levels of service , vehicular, cyclists and pedestrian safety. 
Signal Hill General Plan Adopted on The city of Signal Hill is largely built-out, and no sign ificant changes are proposed to the city's roadway system . 

Circulation December, Future improvements will primarily consist of capacity, safety, and aesthetic improvements to existing rights-of-way. 
Element 2009 Additionally, a renewed emphasis will be placed on creating "complete streets"- streets that serve the needs of all 

users , including pedestrians , bicyclists, the disabled, and others . 
GOAL 2: Provide a safe and efficient roadway system for all users . 
Policy 2.f: As areas develop or are redeveloped , require the construction of "complete streets" which serve all users 
of the roadway, including motor vehicles , pedestrians , bicyclists , and others. 

South Gate General Plan- Adopted in Goal ME 1: Provide and maintain an efficient roadway system serving all parts ofthe City and support multimodal 
Mobility 2009 transportation 
Element Policy P.2 The City should develop and implement street design standards on arterial corridors that are context 

sensitive to adjacent land uses and districts , and to all roadway users including transit, bicycles, and pedestrians , 
where appropriate. 
P.4 The City should design and operate arterials and intersections for the safe operation of all modes including 
transit, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 
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Complete Streets Policy 
Attachment 1: Los Angeles County Jurisdictions with Complete Streets Policy/Updated General Plan Adopted or In Progress 

Jurisdiction Plan/Policy Status Complete Streets-Related Language in the Policy/Plan 
West General Plan Adopted on Four primary strategies under the influence of West Hollywood will help reduce trave l demand and enhance the 
Hollywood 2035 9fl9f20ll multi -modal transportation system by encouraging people to walk, bike and take transit instead of driving. These are 

sometimes referred to as the 4D 's of travel-density, diversity, design , and destinations . The 4D 's encompass both 
improvements to the physical form of the transportation network and policies , programs, and services that 
sustainably and equitably meet the travel needs of all users and support a multi-modal transportation system. 
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Attachment B: Complete Streets Policy Outreach Meetings 

MEETING DATE & TIME ORGANIZATION 
9/17/13 Metro Bus Operations Subcommittee 
10/2/13 Metro Technical Advisory Committee 
10/3/13 California Department of Transportation 
10/10/13 City of Los Angeles 
11/7/13 American Automobile Association 
Wed 2/12/2014 Metro Complete Streets Stakeholder Workshop #1 (over 250 attendees) 
Thur 4/17/14 , 4pm San Gabriel Valley Council of Government - Transportation Committee 
Wed 4/23/14, 4:30pm Safe Routes to School National Partnership and Los Angeles County 

Bicycle Coalition 
Thur 5/8/14 , 10:50am Metro's Accessibility Advisory Committee 
Thur 5/15/14 , 10am Metro Streets and Freeway Subcommittee 
Wed 6/11/14, Sam Gateway Cities Council of Government - Planning Directors Group 
Tue 6/17/14, 9:30am Metro Bus Operations Subcommittee 
Wed 6/18/14, 10:30am Metro Transportation Demand Management/Sustainability/Air Quality 

Subcommittee 
Wed 7/2/14, 9:30am Metro Technical Advisory Committee 
Tue 7/15/14, 8:30am Las Virgenes Malibu Council of Government - Governing Board 
Wed 7/16/14, 10am Metro Ad-Hoc Sustainability Committee 
Wed 7/16/14, 2:30pm South Bay Council of Government - Livable Communities Working Group 
Thu 7/17/14, 12pm-2pm Westside Council of Government 
Thu 7/17/14, 1:30 Metro Local Transit Systems Subcommittee 
Wed 8/6/14, 10am Southern California Association of Governments 
Thu 8/21/14, 9:30am Metro Streets and Freeway Subcommittee 
Fri 8/22/14, 1 0:30am Safe Routes to School National Partnership and Los Angeles County 

Bicycle Coalition 
Tue 8/19/14, 9am Metro Complete Streets Stakeholder Workshop #2 (over 280 attendees) 
Wed 8/27/14, 10am North County Transportation Coalition 
Wed 8/27/14, 10:30am Metro Transportation Demand Management/Sustainability/Air Quality 

Subcommittee 
Thu 8/28/14, 1:30pm Metro Local Transit Systems Subcommittee 
Thu 8/28/14, 4pm Los Angeles County Active Transportation Collaborative 
Wed 9/3/14, 9:30am Metro Technical Advisory Committee 
Tue, 9/9/14, 10am Crenshaw/LAX Community Leadership Council Transit-Oriented 

Development POD 
Wed , 9/10/14, Sam Gateway Cities Council of Government - Planning Directors 
Wed, 9/10/14, 4pm Gateway Cities Council of Government- Transportation Committee 



Attachment C: Public Review Comment and Response 
# !Comment (Main Points) 

1 !Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Approach should be systematic. 
a. Not every streets needs to be complete. But we need a 
complete system of streets that accommodates all users. 

b. Don't just look at corridors, consider neighborhoods. 

c. Complexity of Call for Projects application project. Would like 
to see electronic application . 

2 !Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Common barriers to implementation. 
a. Opposition and animosity within communities. Should also 
consider who is part of opposition. 
b. Lack of funding , especially for planning 
c. Needing to maintain access for larger vehicles 
d. Doubts that people will actually use infrastructure 

Response 

a. As indicated in the pol icy, the goal is to create a connected 
network of facilities to accommodate each category of users. Metro 
recognizes that some streets will have robust facilities that 
accommodate all modes; however, many streets might not contain all 
those features due to physical right of way constraints and other 
considerations. Additional clarification has been added to the Policy, 
under Complete Streets Principles #1 . 

b. Considerations of neighborhood characteristics are part of corridor 
planning. 

c. Online applications have been available for several cycles of the 
Call for Projects. The Policy proposes to further explore ways to 
streamline the application to encourage multimodal and integrated 
projects. 

We recognize that there are a number of challenges to implementing 
Complete Streets and have identified opportunities in the Policy 
where Metro can support local efforts. 



# Comment (Main Points) Response 

3 Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Demonstration projects are an important tool to test ideas As part of implementation of the Countywide Sustainability Planning 
and build support. Funding should be available for these. Policy, Metro is developing a Sustainable Transportation 
a. City of Long Beach has had a lot of success with Demonstration Program to support city partners in implementing 
demonstration projects. innovative capital or operations improvements. Metro wil l also assist 

local jurisdictions identify opportunities and partnerships to implement 
demonstration projects to showcase best practices and case studies 
and to highlight Complete Streets implementation in a variety of 
context. 

4 Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Interacting with community members is a key component Metro has a robust community engagement process and considers 
of Complete Streets work. Agencies should work to these components during project development. However, in most 
facilitate these interactions and should emphasize benefits instances, Complete Streets projects are implemented by the local 
to communities. Communication is vital in dealing with jurisdictions. Metro has identified a number of opportunities for 
opposition. supporting local efforts within this Policy. 
a. Make sure meetings/events are at convenient times and 
locations 
b. Use visualization tools to help community members imagine 
Complete Streets in their neighborhoods 
c. Emphasize benefits (health , economic, cultural , etc.) to build 
support 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

5a Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 
The Policy has been updated to clarify that Metro, in most instances, 

Land use policy should complement Complete Streets does not have direct authority over land use, which is overseen by 
work. Regional agencies and local governments should do local jurisdictions. However, Metro recognizes the importance of the 
more to shape land use along Complete Streets corridors. relationship between transportation and land use and encourages 
Complete Streets projects will not achieve dramatic local agencies to adopt land use regulations that improve access to 
changes without changes in land use. transit and support sustainable transportation. Complementary Metro 

policies that address land use include the Countywide Sustainability 
Planning Policy and Implementation Plan and Joint Development 
Policy. Metro is currently developing a Transit Oriented Development 
(TOO) Toolkit to serve as a resource for local jurisdictions interested 
in implementing transit supportive land use regulatory changes. The I 

TOO Toolkit will include an assessment of best practices for 
I 

sustainable, transit-oriented land use planning . Best practices related 
to land use, density, diversity of uses, parking (vehicle and bicycle) , 
bicycle/pedestrian amenities and linkages, public facilities and 
infrastructure, and general principles of sustainable neighborhood 
design will be developed. In addition, the TOO Toolkit will include a 
review of best practices for community engagement, as well as tools 
for assessing the economic and environmental benefits of transit 
supportive development. In addition, Metro's TOO Planning Grant 
Program provides funding to local jurisdictions to accelerate the 
adoption of local land use regulations that will increase access to 
transit and improve utilization of public transit by reducing the number 
of modes of transportation necessary to access regional and local 
transit. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

5b Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

a. Communities with different needs/land uses such as rural A key element to a Complete Streets approach is context sensitivity 
areas or equestrian communities need to be considered to local conditions, as indicated in the Policy, under Complete Streets 

Policy Statement, Principle #2. 

b. Will housing affordability be negatively affected by Complete Housing plus transportation costs provide a more complete 
Streets? assessment of affordability than the cost of housing alone. Studies 

have shown that places with access to services, robust transportation 
options, and other characteristics can lower the household 
transportation costs. Effects of transportation plus housing costs as a 
result of Complete Streets implementation at the local level can be 
evaluated as part of partnerships with other organizations to inform 
future policies. 

---
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

6 Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Metro is in a position to play an active role in Complete Streets Promoting Complete Streets implementation, streamlining the Call for 
work in the region. Metro should use its status as a funder to Projects process, implementing Complete Streets during transit 
promote work and should streamline the Call for Projects project development, and leveraging partnerships are addressed in 
process. Metro should find ways to implement Complete this Policy. 
Streets during transit projects and use connections to other 
agencies to implement projects. 

7 Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Metro should ensure that transit operators are educated on how Metro currently provides training to transit operators on interacting 
to deal with pedestrians and cyclists. with pedestrians and cyclists and will further enhance training 

programs to educate bicyclists and transit operators to improve 
awareness and safer interactions between these users of the 
roadway. Action #5.2 in Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation 
Plan has been revised to state: "Continue to enhance education and 
training for bicyclists, pedestrians, bus operators, and other roadway 
users to improve awareness and safer interactions between these 
users of the roadway." 

8 Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Complete Streets should be included in Metro's Long Range Metro supports a multimodal transportation system that provides 
Planning many transportation choices, which is reflected in our agency's 

programs and projects. In September 2014, the Metro Board 
adopted the 2015 Call for Projects Application Package, which for the 
first time makes the 2015 Call have a Complete Street focus. Metro 
is currently updating the Long Range Transportation Plan, which will 
incorporate this Policy. Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation 
Plan has been revised to acknowledge this effort. 

9 Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Access to bicycle and pedestrian facilities is often blocked The Policy has been updated to reflect this in Table 2 Complete 
during construction. This should be addressed. Streets Implementation Plan. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

10 Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Performance metrics are an important part of the policy. Performance metrics will be developed as part of the next steps of 
Metro should identify specific performance measure that the implementation plan. In addition, Metro's Countywide 
can be used to judge the success of projects and of the Sustainability Planning Policy includes a performance evaluation 
policy as a whole. Performance metrics can help to build component to track progress toward achieving Metro's sustainability 
the case for more Complete Streets work. policies and priorities, which incorporate Complete Streets. Our 
a. It is important to keep track of how many exceptions are progress on that effort would be captured in the annual Sustainability 
being granted to the Complete Streets Policy. Report. In addition , Metro is currently updating the Long Range 
b. Metrics can help to guide land use decisions. Transportation Plan and will be developing an Active Transportation 

Strategic Plan, both of which will be exploring robust performance 
metrics related to health, access, bicycle and pedestrian travel, safety 
(e.g., collisions), among other measures. This will be further clarified 
in the Policy under "Implementation, #4 Performance Measures" and 
in the Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation Plan. Exceptions to 
the Policy will be documented on the Metro Complete Streets 
web page. 

11 Complete Streets Workshop #2 (August 19, 2014) 

Safety is a major concern. Planners should emphasize safety in One of the main components of Complete Streets is safety. To 
order to convince others of the importance of Complete Streets. further emphasize this, safety will be explicitly added to the Policy, 
Emergency vehicle access and safety in industrial areas needs under "Goal". 
to be considered . Safety should be used as a concept to 
promote Complete Streets projects, not hold them back. 

12 Andrea Giancoli, Beach Cities Health District 

List important stakeholders as part of implementation more We provided clarification under the Implementation Section #3B that 
explicitly e.g. include fire, developers, business representation, stakeholder consultation should include affected and interested 
goods movers, etc. in addition to bike/pedestrian groups, transit parties, "including, but not limited to, local bicycle and pedestrian 
riders , engineers, planners, bus drivers. advisory groups, transit riders and operators, accessibility advisory 

groups, automobile interests, movers of commercial goods, 
businesses, residents, emergency responders, and/or other 
stakeholders, as defined necessary to support implementation of this 
Complete Streets policy by Metro." 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

13 Andrea Giancoli , Beach Cities Health District 

Flesh out metrics including health related measurements and Performance metrics will be developed as part of the next steps of 
access related to measurements e.g. access to amenities, the implementation plan. In addition, Metro's Countywide 
grocery stores, etc.,# of miles walked/biked. Sustainability Planning Policy includes a performance evaluation 

component to track progress toward achieving Metro's sustainability 
policies and priorities, which incorporate Complete Streets. Our 
progress on that effort would be captured in the annual Sustainability 
Report. In addition, Metro is currently updating the Long Range 
Transportation Plan and will be developing an Active Transportation 
Strategic Plan, both of which will be exploring robust performance 
metrics related to health, access, bicycle and pedestrian travel, safety 
(e.g., collisions), among other measures. This will be further clarified 
in the Policy under the section for Complete Streets Policy Statement, 
Implementation #4 Performance Measures and in the Table 2 
Complete Streets Implementation Plan. 

14 Andrea Giancoli, Beach Cities Health District 

Encourage demonstration projects to build community and Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation Plan has been updated to 
political will. include the following language: "Assist local agencies to seek 

opportunities and partnerships to implement demonstration projects 
to showcase best practices and case studies and to highlight 
Complete Streets implementation in a variety of context." 

15 Julian Kaiz, South Bay Bicycle Coalition 

Metro is in a unique position as a regional entity to promote Comment noted. 
regional integration of complete street policy and 
implementation 
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# Comment (Main Points) 

16 IZeron Jefferson 

The Complete Street Workshop was great. I have worked for 
the Department of Transportation (Caltrans) for 15 years. Five 
of those years I worked in community planning. Complete 
Streets are not new to Caltrans. The speaker Mark Fenton was 
fantastic. Mark called out just about every profession it was 
except Law enforcement. The concept of Complete Street has 
never changed , but there are consistent modification that has to 
be implemented. Crime is a major issue today throughout the 
United States. Citizens feeling safe on a street is very 
important. Feeling safe on a street is more than just having a 
lot of people on it. For example, when I take my wife to the 
Gas Lamp district in San Diego, I can walk the streets of that 
area at 2:00 am when there is not a lot of people walking and 
still feel safe. This is where law enforcement come into play. I 
feel very strongly that law enforcement must be included in the 
Complete Street discussion. 

17 ISam Kouri and Danilo Batson, City of Montebello 

Montebello is centrally located with 2 North/South arterials and 
3 East/West arterials all with regional connectivity. Under the 
topic of Complete Streets Principles on Page 12 please include 
the following: One of our East/West arterials would not lend 
itself to the policies of a complete street. Because of heavy 
truck traffic, parallel alternative streets would be needed to 
develop this corridor to serve all transportation modes. Beverly 
Boulevard, Whittier Boulevard , Garfield Avenue and 
Montebello/Greenwood Boulevard could be developed with 
Complete Streets characteristics . 

Response 

Involvement of a wide-range of stakeholders is essential to 
implementation of successful Complete Streets projects. Specific 
stakeholders are identified during each project's development 
process . 

As indicated in the Policy, the goal is to create a connected network 
of facilities to accommodate each category of users. Metro 
recognizes that some streets will have robust facilities that 
accommodate all modes; however, many streets might not contain all 
those features due to physical right of way constraints and other 
considerations. Additional clarification has been added to the Policy, 
under Complete Streets Policy Statement, Principle #1 . 

Montebello's General Plan is being updated at the present time.,Attachment 1 of the Policy has been updated to include Montebello's 
The Circulation Element will be updated as part of the General General Plan update status. 
Plan update. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

18 Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

1. Report Organization. The Complete Streets Policy draft doc We updated the executive summary to provide the key ideas to the 
is clearly organized and written . Nevertheless, there is main Policy, which is intended to complement a number of existing 
considerable redundancy of content across sections, and some Metro pol icies and reports , rather than re-iterate those documents. 
important material (like contemporary crises; see below) are 
absent. The doc could be streamlined into the following 
sections: 
• Executive summary [1 page] 
• Historical overview of transportation planning in LA County [1 
page] 
• Contemporary crises underlying recent (last 10 years) policy 
work: decline in public health (physical and mental) and 
educational achievement, along with rising levels of air/noise 
pollution (climate disruption), roadway congestion, suburban 
sprawl , and wealth inequality. Explain how these crises relate to 
the way we've built L.A. and how, together, they press us to re-
shape policy frameworks . [2 pages] 
• Overview of "Complete Streets" (principles) as a preferred 
vision for future transportation , and how that future is 
anticipated in policy mandates: federal , state, county. Make the 
connection . [2-4 pages] 
• What an optimal interface between Metro and local 
jurisdictions might look like: opportunities and limitations [2-3 
pages] 
• The "other half' of the puzzle: demand reduction 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

19 I Richard Slim bach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

2. Jurisdiction and "Active Coordination". Although Metro 
does not have jurisdictional control over transit access routes 
beyond the station facility (e.g . Monrovia Station on the new 
Gold Line extension), how might the agency be much more 
proactive in "coordinating" with city officials and private 
redevelopment agencies to ensure that federal , state, and 
county rules that support "Complete Streets" are incorporated 
into planning? What could Metro do to actively work with 
communities beyond the "Call for Projects" process? 

20 I Richard Slim bach , Resident, Move Monrovia 

As mentioned in the Policy, Metro adopted a First Last Mile Strategic 
Plan, which outlines a specific infrastructure improvement strategy 
designed to facilitate easy, safe, and efficient access to the Metro 
system. The Policy also indicates that Metro will work with partner 
agencies and local jurisdictions to incorporate Complete Streets 
infrastructure into transit and highway planning and design, new 
construction, reconstruction, retrofits, and rehabilitation activities, in 
addition to Metro capital grant programs such as the Call for Projects. 
The range of activities for active coordination is identified in the 
Policy. 

3. Training and Education. Many city planners, public works See response to Comment #3. In addition, Metro's Open Streets 
engineers, and politicians view "Complete Streets" as a threat Grant Program provides funding to jurisdictions across the County for 
to an auto-centric way of life. They tend to be local power temporary one-day events that close the streets to automobile traffic 
holders-white, wealthy, overweight, and ready to defend auto- and open them to people walking and bicycling , thus helping 
mobility until death. How might Metro use its cache to creatively communities and decision makers re-imagine the use of streets for 
envision a post-carbon future for city officials? multi modal travel and encourage civic engagement to foster the 

development of supportive policies and Complete Streets 
infrastructure at the local level. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

21 Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

4. Travel Demand Reduction. Metro should obviously do Comment noted . 
everything possible to complete streets, increase active mobility 
options, reduce tailpipe pollution , and mitigate congestion. And 
the policy draft clearly articulates Metro's commitment. But 
"complete streets" is only half of the equation . Metro must also 
leverage its resources to "complete policies" that dis-incentivize 
driving. 

Since WW2, southern California has created an urban domain 
dominated by automobiles and trucks. health. Mark Fenton 
highlighted the consequences in just one area: public health. Of 
course, there are also dire environmental (climate) and 
economic consequences (the "three-legged stool"). Besides 
having the worst air quality in the nation , L.A. also has the 
dubious honor of being the most traffic congested US city. 
Commuters in Los Angeles and Orange counties spend , on 
average, 61 hours per year in traffic congestion. The "crush" 
takes its toll on mental health, air quality, driving safety, 
economic competitiveness, and social equity. And long-term 
trending indicates that it will continue to get worse unless 
policymakers like Metro take steps to intervene. But what 
steps? 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

22a Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

There appear to be only three possible solutions: (a) increase Comment noted. 
the supply of road space, (b) increase the efficiency of current 
road space, or (c) reduce the demand for peak-hour automotive 
travel. 

Increasing road capacity in the Los Angeles region runs up 
against two problems: money and space. State and federal fuel 
taxes have not kept pace with inflation , and as fuel economy 
improves the shortfalls will on ly increase. There is also scant 
space to add more capacity, especially in those areas where 
congestion is greatest. Los Angeles already has-by far-the 
most extensive road network in the nation. Even if there were 
space for new or expanded construction , strong homeowner 
associations and NIMBY sentiments effectively block it in their 
neighborhoods-and for very good social , health , and 
environmental reasons. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

22b Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

The second strategy-increasing the efficiency of the Comment noted. 
system-is what Metro has done well over the last 25 years. 
Using 'Transportation Demand Management" (TOM) as a 
mantra , it has introduced a wide range of policies and 
strategies to reduce travel demand: 
• Ridesharing , carpooling , and vanpooling 
• Transit-oriented mixed-use development 
• Reducing trip generation through telecommuting and flexible 
work weeks 
• More buses, bus service, and bus-only lanes 
• New subway and light rail lines 
• Signal synchronization 
• Privately run toll roads 
• "Car pool" or "date lanes" that gives a travel time advantage 
for those traveling in carpools , vanpools , buses, motorcycles, or 
hybrids 
• Para-transit (like Prime Time shuttle) that keeps millions of 
cars off the road every year 
• Promotion of voluntary reductions in driving at businesses and 
other large organizations 

- · -- --
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

22c Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

All of these measures are certainly good, and have been Comment noted. 
successfully implemented throughout Greater Los Angeles. 
But, thus far, there has been little congestion relief. In fact, 
gridlock is spreading to more hours and more freeways. Five of 
the 10 busiest freeways in the country are in Los Angeles 
County (the 1-5, 60, 1-10, 1-405 and 101). And with L.A. 's 
population fated to grow by 2.4 million by 2030, we will be 
looking at seven million cars on the roads each day! The math 
is simple enough: More people + more jobs = more cars on the 
road = more gridlock. The county can't build enough rail lines or 
car pool lanes to significantly mitigate the congestion . No 
matter what is done, traffic jams will become worse unless a 
radically new model is adopted and phased in over the next 20 
years. 

23a Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

The new model, it seems to me, must entail greater demand Raising the gas tax, charging a carbon tax, and charging a VMT tax 
reduction. People must be induced to dramatically constrain all require legislative actions. 
how much they drive. As you well know, there are many ways 
to accomplish this: Metro's ExpressLanes Program includes a package of solution to 
• Adjusting to a contracting economy (inevitable in the view of improve traffic flow and provide enhanced travel options on the 1-10 
many economists). and 1-110 Freeways in Los Angeles County. The program includes 
• Raising the gas tax. the introduction of congestion pricing by converting High Occupancy 
• Charging a carbon tax. Vehicle lanes to High Occupancy Toll lanes; the improvement of 
• Charging a "vehicle miles traveled" (VMT) tax. transit service and other alternatives to single occupancy driving 
• Congestion pricing (charging user fees on public (e.g., carpool , vanpool); the updating of transit facilities; and the 
roadways-e.g., carpool lanes on the 10 and 210 freeways improvement of parking in downtown Los Angeles. Studies to 
becoming toll roads). evaluate the benefits of congestion pricing on other corridors are 

currently underway. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

23b Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

• Making drivers pay the full cost of parking, especially on city Metro's Parking Policy encourages more efficient use of parking 
streets, and even at Metro stations (with some exceptions). As resources , including a toolbox of parking management strategies that 
Donald Shoup (UCLA) has argued , there's no such thing as include modifying demand for parking by improving alternative 
"free parking. " access to transit (e.g ., walking, cycling, ridesharing , and transit 

services) , supporting the formation of parking districts or parking 
authorities, implementing charges for parking when applicable, 
improving the efficiency of parking, working with local jurisdictions to 
develop mutually beneficial parking policies and practices near 
transit facilities, among other strategies. 

• Requiring developers to internalize the social and The requirement for federal home mortgage insurers are outside the 
environmental costs associated with sprawl. Require federal jurisdiction of Metro and the purview of this Policy. 
home mortgage insurers to factor sprawl along with access to 
transit and walkability/bikeability of neighborhoods into their 
mortgage insurance policies, making mortgage rates in 
sprawling , auto-dependent suburbs much more expensive. 

24 Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

Complete Streets policies and infrastructural investments that Collective action will be key to addressing mobility challenges within 
extend rail lines, add bus routes, and install pedestrian and bike LA County. Metro does not own or operate many elements of the 
paths are important "carrots ." But carrots alone do not change region's transportation system, particularly the public rights of way. 
deeply entrenched behaviors, especially in the LA region where However, we have identified opportunities and actions in the Policy 
car ownership/use is considered a basic human right. What are where we can support local efforts and influence the transportation 
the "next steps" for Metro to take in changing or reducing travel system , including building on a number of activities already underway 
demand? at Metro that address corridor planning, programs, policies, and 

funding. 
People do not change when we tell them they should; they 
change when their context tells them they must. (Thomas 
Freidman) 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

25 !Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

5. Techno-intervention . Some planners are holding out for !Comment noted. 
driverless cars and "smart" freeways to be "game changers" for 
mitigating pollution and congestion throughout the region-all 
by out-sourcing human decision-making to hyper-rational 
computers. Is a small , driverless, pollution-free car preferable 
to a lumbering, single-occupancy Escalade? Indeed. But the 
mainstreaming of Google cars (or equivalent) would likely 
incentivize more car-dependence, more sprawl, more physical 
inactivity, and potentially more nose-to-tail congestion . (Imagine 
tens of thousands of zero-occupancy vehicles en route to 
passenger pick-ups.) The doc should address techno-
interventions in a fair-handed yet head-on manner. Any fully 
integrated cyber-transit alternative is decades away and will 
require massive sums to develop. We should also expect a 
backlash from citizens who perceive the recording and 
classifying of "private" information on multiple databases a 
serious threat to civil liberties. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

26 Richard Slimbach, Resident, Move Monrovia 

Ultimately, the mobility challenge in greater L.A. is not so much See response to comment #24 . 
technical as it is ideological and cultural. In a city that has 
prioritized auto-mobility for a century, it's no wonder most 
Angelenos are emotionally and mentally attached (addicted : "to 
bind , devote, or attach oneself as a servant, disciple, or 
adherent") to a low-density, car-dependent lifestyle marked by 
unrestrained comfort, convenience, and mobility. Co-
dependency is firmly entrenched: Few transit planners want to 
give up their quest for complete environmental control , and few 
residents want to give up the supposed freedom and status 
associated with auto mobility. How will Metro mediate the larger 
cultural questions in order to help shift consciousness? 

The chief premise common to both technology and science is 
the notion that there are no desirable limits to the increase of 
knowledge, of material goods, of environmental control ; that 
quantitative productivity is an end in itself, and that every 
means should be used to further expansion. (Lewis Mumford, 
1970) 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

27 James Goodhart, South Bay Cities Council of Governments 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Metro Comment noted. 
Complete Streets Policy Draft. The SBCCOG strongly agrees 
with and appreciates Metro's efforts to define a policy that will 
advance the goal of "complete streets" which serve all users 
and support environmental sustainability. This is clearly stated 
in the first sentence of the draft policy which includes this 
phrase: "Metro has the opportunity to help advance state, 
regional and local efforts to create a more 'complete' and 
integrated transportation network that serves all users and 
supports environmental sustainability ." (Emphasis added) 

The following comments are offered in order to clarify and 
complete several elements of the draft. 

i 
28 James Goodhart, South Bay Cities Council of Governments ' 

1. Consistently throughout the draft examples of "users" are The Policy is intended to complement a number of existing Metro 
limited to bicycle, pedestrian and transit modes. Page 3 names policies, including the First Last Mile Strategic Plan and Countywide 
an expanded list that includes public transit users and Sustainability Planning Policy and Implementation Plan . We have 
operators, pedestrians, bicyclists, children, persons with clarified this in the Policy under "Policy Context." We added "users of 
disabilities, seniors, motorists, and movers of commercial green modes" to the list of users to describe a growing category of 
goods. Slow speed vehicles (such as Segways, electric bikes, clean mobility options that include active transportation, rideshare, 
and NEVs) are never mentioned as examples and do not transit, and clean fueled vehicles, which includes those mentioned by 
appear anywhere in the draft. Metro's own FirsULast Mile the commenter. 
Report identifies several slow speed modes, yet so far this 
awareness is missing from the complete streets draft policy. 
The SBCCOG believes that streets are not "complete" if slow 
speed vehicles have not been included in the community of "all 
users." Additionally, this omission is inconsistent with Metro's 
own FirsULast Mile Report. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

29 James Goodhart, South Bay Cities Council of Governments 

2. The draft also frequently refers to "bike lanes." Consistent A key element of a Complete Streets approach is context sensitivity 
with our first comment, the SBCCOG requests that the policy to local conditions, as indicated in the Policy, under Complete Streets 
document refer to "slow lanes" or "slow speed lanes ." A lane Policy Statement, Principle #2. The jurisdictions within which 
devoted entirely to bicycles excludes all other zero emission Complete Streets improvements occur are responsible for designing 
slow speed options, which is inconsistent with both goals of and implementing the type of facility that can address the mobility 
accommodating "all users" and supporting environmental needs and context of the community. Per the Cal iforn ia Department 
sustainability. Every trip that can be converted from fossil of Motor Vehicles , operations of neighborhood electric vehicles are 
fueled to not fossil fueled , regardless prohibited on any roadway with a speed limit above 35 mph. 

! of type of conveyance, should be supported by the complete I 

streets policy. By specifically identifying the slow speed option, 
Metro will make it possible for cities in the South Bay and 
elsewhere to obtain funding for building slow lanes. 

30 James Goodhart, South Bay Cities Council of Governments 

2A. Slow speed lane implementation is necessary primarily on See response to comment #29. 
streets posted at 40 mph or faster speed limits, since slow 
speed vehicles are otherwise illegal on these facilities . It can 
proceed in two stages. The first slow lane on a fast street would 
accommodate all vehicles subject to a speed limit of 25 mph. 
Should congestion on that initial slow lane develop, then two 
slow lanes could be designated - curb lane for speeds 4 mph 
to 15 mph, and an adjacent 
lane for speeds 16 mph to 25 mph. The slowest lane could 
accommodate slow moving pedal bikes and other pedal 
technologies like tricycles and quad cycles as well as Segways, 
skate boards and so forth as mentioned in Metro's First/Last 
Mile Report. The faster slow speed land would accommodate 
fast moving pedal technologies plus neighborhood electric 
vehicles, electric bikes and potentially an entire family of 
innovative options whose development would be stimulated by 
this approach to complete streets. These would be in addition 
to the sidewalk which is for pedestrians. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

31 James Goodhart, South Bay Cities Council of Governments 

3. The draft frequently refers to "active transportation" in Consistent with the intent of the California Complete Streets Act of 
several forms including "active transportation programs" and 2008, Metro's Complete Streets Policy aims to encourage a 
"active transportation agenda". The SBCCOG supports a balanced, multimodal transportation network that meets the needs of 
healthy life style that includes regular exercise. However we all users of the streets. Consistent with a number of Metro policies, 
urge Metro to recognize that the top priority of a complete including the Health and Active Transportation Agenda, Countywide 
streets policy that supports "environmental sustainability" Sustainability Planning Policy and Implementation Plan , and First 
should be advancing mobility while promoting zero emission Last Mile Strategic Plan , the Complete Streets Policy recognizes a 
modes. Activity in the form of exercise is a co-benefit of walking wide range of mobility options that are necessary to address the 
and pedal technologies, but a co-benefit of any kind should not needs in the region and promote sustainable transportation . 
prioritize investments that will exclude any other zero emission 
mode. 

32 James Goodhart, South Bay Cities Council of Governments 

3A. Implementation requires the most capital in a complete The First Last Mile Strategic Plan lays out a methodology for 
streets program -Item 3.1 in Table 2 Complete Streets identifying a transit access network that aims to address the 
Implementation Plan specifically addresses active challenges faced by customers to physically reach the transit stop 
transportation. This should be broadened to discuss efficiently and safely. A key element of the First Last Mile Strategic 
implementation of all zero emission modes. Some estimate of Plan is the active transportation network, referred to as the 
maximum achievable mode share by bicycles should be "Pathway," that would serve as the backbone and allow for the 
included in any discussion of active transportation -from an bundling of various first last mile components , including zero 
overview of experience in other cities in the United States, we emissions modes. The Active Transportation Strategic Plan will 
estimate this to be somewhere between 2% and 4% depending identify the "Pathway." 
on the local conditions. 

- - -- ------ ·- · ----
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

33 James Goodhart, South Bay Cities Council of Governments 

4. In the discussion of Performance Measures on Page 13, the See responses to comments #13 and #28. 
policy draft essentially asks funding recipients to self-define 
metrics that address how the complete street project serves 
each modal category, e.g. , walking , cycling and transit. It is 
essential that Metro specifically add slow speed 
modes to this section . In addition, SBCCOG urges Metro to 
propose an overarching set of performance measures 
(categories of measurement that apply to all recipients 
regardless of project type) that address the project's 
contribution to "sustainability." Fail ing to have a set of 
sustainability metrics can lead to the following situation : A 
grantee could satisfy the current requirement by proposing bike 
counts as a measure of how well the new class II lane serves 
cyclists . However, if all of the cyclists counted are on a 
recreational trip , then no internal combustion engine vehicle 
trips are being replaced. So, in this example, the bike path may 
be well used without contributing to sustainability. While this is 
certainly a higher standard to meet, we believe the 
environmental situation is so critical that every dollar invested 
by Metro in making streets complete must result in some 
reduction of GHG emissions and criteria pollutants and that this 
must be measured. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

34 James Goodhart, South Bay Cities Council of Governments 

5. When discussing SB 743, the draft policy states, "When infill The statement is in reference to the potential unintended 
projects are reduced in size, development may be pushed to consequences that may occur from using Level of Service as a 
less transportation-efficient locations, which results in greater performance metric to assess potential traffic impacts. The 
total travel" (page 8). While that may be true in some cases, it information is from the State of Cal ifornia Governor's Office of 
would not likely be true in the South Bay, and in any case it Planning and Research's publication Preliminary Evaluation of 
contradicts the SBCCOG Board adopted land use policy of Alternative Methods of Transportation Analysis . The information 
"Neighborhood Oriented Development" (NOD). Reducing refers to mitigations for LOS impacts that involve reducing project 
expansion of regional centers and diverting that square footage size without addressing project demand , which simply transfers 
to neighborhood commercial centers is exactly what is needed development, and its associated traffic, elsewhere. The 
in the South Bay. Far from increasing travel demand, NOD has Neighborhood Oriented Development mentioned by the commenter 
been estimated by consultants in a SCAG Compass project to would be outside the context of that discussion. 
reduce motor vehicle demand by 30% while increasing walking 
and access by zero emission slow speed vehicles by the same 
amount. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

35 James Goodhart, South Bay Cities Council of Governments 

6. Item "6.8 in Table 2 Continue Transit Oriented Development Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation Plan #6.8 has been 
Planning Grant to encourage local agencies to accelerate the clarified: "Continue Transit Oriented Development Planning Grant to 
adoption of local land use regulations that will increase access encourage local agencies to accelerate the adoption of local land use 
to transit and improve utilization of public transit by reducing the regulations that will increase access to transit and improve utilization 
number of modes of transportation necessary to access of public transit." We heard from stakeholders that auto-centric 
regional and local transit" (Page 17). This seems misguided or policies and guidelines pose a challenge to implementation of 
at least unclear and should be re-stated. Limiting first/last mile Complete Streets as well as the first last mile challenges to 
options to only transit access is much too narrow a strategic connecting to transit. The Metro Transit Oriented Development 
goal. Adding a neighborhood oriented development land use Planning Grant program is one strategy to assist local agencies adopt 
alternative provides a sustainable choice that better serves sub- local land use regulations that would overcome these impediments. 
regional and neighborhood trips, where most of the emissions 
are occurring. Many of the trips in the South Bay are "too short 
for transit and too long to walk." Focusing only on walking and 
biking ignores the sustainability opportunity provided by smart 
land use and zero emission neighborhood/slow speed mobility 
options. One of the goals of complete streets should be to 
increase the mode options; public transit in particular would 
benefit from additional first/last mile mode options. 

36 Eric Shen, Port of Long Beach 

The Port of Long Beach commends Metro leaders and staff for Comment noted. 
their efforts in developing a Complete Streets policy. We 
appreciate the opportunity to provide input and feedback on this 
important endeavor and hope that our comments will 
strengthen the region 's efforts to deliver an efficient, effective 
and safe transportation system for all users. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

37 I Eric Shen, Port of Long Beach 

We support the creation of a complete and integrated I Comment noted. 
transportation network that serves all users and supports 
communities, environmental sustainability, and economic 
vitality. The Port of Long Beach handles more than $180 billion 
in trade each year, including clothing , shoes, toys, furniture , 
consumer electronics and food. These goods arrive at our Port 
before moving through the region 's transportation system en 
route to destinations such as homes and store shelves across 
the country. The Port is recognized internationally as an 
environmental steward as a partner dedicated to helping 
communities thrive. In fact , the Port is committed to delivering 
several critical bicycle and pedestrian projects within the Harbor 
District to close gaps in the region 's bicycle network. With our 
ambitions to minimize environmental impacts of goods 
movement through our Port, to support local communities , and 
to deliver world-class bicycle access to our District, we offer the 
following suggestions for your consideration : 

38 I Eric Shen, Port of Long Beach 

We applaud your efforts to design the Complete Streets policy 
with context-sensitive planning . Under this principle, not all 
streets should be retrofit with bicycle lanes, just as not all 
streets should be designed for truck movements and not all 
streets should give prominence to automobiles. We encourage 
you to seek opportunities in the policy document to clarify these 
points, that the principles of Completes Streets are not to make 
every street "complete," but to make the transportation system 
complete for all users. 

As indicated in the policy, the goal is to create a connected network 
of facilities to accommodate each category of users. Metro 
recognizes that some streets will have robust facilities that 
accommodate all modes; however, many streets might not contain all 
those features due to physical right of way constraints , connection to 
local context, and other considerations. Additional clarification has 
been added to the policy, under Complete Streets Policy Statement, 
Principle #1. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

39 Eric Shen, Port of Long Beach 

For example, the policy document includes two case studies The two case studies in the Policy are intended to highlight how 
illustrating the results of Complete Streets implementation, both Complete Streets implementation can be low cost and can be 
of which describe the addition of new pedestrian and/or bicycle coordinated with routine maintenance. To facilitate countywide 
facilities to existing roads. To fully illustrate the systems network planning and coordination , we have identified the following 
approach of delivering Complete Streets one could include an next step action items in Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation 
example of Complete Streets planning that does not add a Plan : #3.08, #7.1, and #7.2, which relate to goods movement. 
crosswalk or bike path but instead has created a mobility plan 
that designates some corridors for truck movements, and 
others for bicycle and pedestrian improvements, recognizing 
the contexts of both corridors. 

40 Eric Shen, Port of Long Beach 

Under Transportation Funding, Metro could consider adding a As part of the next steps for implementation, we will be developing 
bullet point that promoting greater efficiency may also mean more rigorous performance criteria to encourage high quality design 
demonstrating that traditionally disadvantaged users of the that improve integration between modes and reduce modal conflicts . 
transportation system are provided for other (perhaps parallel) Consideration of goods movement will be part of the Complete 
roadways. It would send a clearer message to local Streets Project Initiation Checklist that will be developed as part of 
jurisdictions to implement new bicycle lanes only on appropriate Implementation Action #6.1 (Table 2) to ensure that project sponsors 
corridors. have considered all users during project planning , design, and 

construction. 
L____ _________ --------------- - --- - --- -- - -· ·· - ------------ ----
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

41 Eric Shen, Port of Long Beach 

Complete Streets policy debates have evolved over the past Comment noted. 
decade and have come a long way in addressing goods 
movement issues. However, current debates continue to bi-
furcate the issues of moving people and moving goods. Yet, 
there exist many instances in which both must be understood 
simultaneously to address the interactions between people and 
goods. For example, discussions about Transit Oriented 
Development should also consider the inclusion of goods 
movement planning within these areas; as densities increase, 
so do the demands for delivery. 

Again , we appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on 
Metro's Complete Streets policy and look forward to continued 
discussions. Please feel free to contact Dr. Allison Yoh 
(allison.yoh@polb.com), Transportation Policy Specialist or 
myself should you have additional questions. 

42 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

The Los Angeles County Active Transportation Collaborative Comment noted. 
supports the development of a visionary and achievable 
countywide Complete Streets Policy. We appreciate this 
opportunity to comment on the draft Metro Complete Streets 
Policy which aims to increase mobility options, improve air 
quality and health, and strengthen local economies across Los 
Angeles County. Metro's recent leadership in developing a 
more multimodal transportation network is continued and 
strengthened in the draft Complete Streets Policy. We find the 
draft to be a strong foundation which , with modest 
improvements and clarification on its applicability, will serve the 
region well into the future. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

43 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Our primary objective for Metro's Complete Streets Policy is to Comment noted. 
make the innovative multimodal planning work happening in 
different silos across the agency routine in all planning , project 
development and funding decisions. We compare the draft 
policy with national best practices to assess its specificity, 
applicability and enforceability to ensure that the policy goes 
beyond rhetoric to inform real decisions that the agency makes 
every day. A summary of our findings is available in the 
attached "report card" evaluating Metro's policy against ten 
national criteria . We also solicited feedback from our partners 
across the county at our most recent collaborative meeting to 
refine our recommendations. We offer the following 
recommendations for improvement: 

44 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Reformat Document to Separate Background from Actual We have reformatted the Policy and revised our Executive Summary 
Policy to provide more clarification. 
Many of our partners struggled to understand and engage with 
the 18-page draft policy due to the intermingling of background , 
definitions, landscape analysis and policy statements. We 
recommend that the policy itself be more succinct while the rich 
context material accompany the policy in a separate document. 
An ample body of literature exists defining and reporting best 
practices for complete streets policies. What this document 
needs to do is articulate Metro's approach to implementing 
complete streets in Los Angeles County. Goals, definitions, 
principles and actions should be Metro's. This focus on clarity 
and succinctness will make the policy more relevant to 
implementing departments and partner agencies. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

45 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Focus on Performance Metrics to Guide Agency Actions See response to comment #13. 
A complete streets policy should lead to measurable 
improvements in multimodal outcomes for the region's 
transportation system. The draft document is silent on system-
wide performance metrics that should guide funding allocation 
and project prioritization. Without such metrics, the effect of this 
policy cannot be evaluated. 

46 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Additionally, conflicts with existing system-wide performance The Congestion Management Program is a statutory requirement. 
metrics, such as the Congestion Management Program, should We're monitoring recent legislation and requirements from SB 743 
be identified and addressed either upfront in this policy or as an and SB 375 and will address any necessary changes in future 
early implementation step. updates to the Congestion Management Program. 

47 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

We recommend that the Countywide Sustainability Planning See response to comment #13. 
Policy, which pre-dates this Complete Streets Policy, serve as a 
guide in developing system-wide, multimodal performance 
metrics. 

48 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

All other policies and programs should be brought into The Complete Streets Policy is intended to complement a number of 
alignment with this policy within one year or be discontinued. A existing Metro policies. We've identified areas where we can build on 
timeline for this policy reconciliation should be included in the existing activities and programs and provided an initiation timeline in 
Complete Streets Policy implementation plan and coordinated Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation Plan. The Policy will be 
with ongoing efforts to update the Long Range Transportation incorporated into the LRTP update. 
Plan (LRTP). 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

49 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Clarify Applicability of Policy to Projects Currently in As part of next steps, we will be identifying applicability of the Policy 
Planning and Implementation to Metro corridor projects in various stages of development. We 
Many of our partners are engaged in the seeping and have updated Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation Plan to 
implementation of specific corridor projects that are at various reflect this. 
phases of environmental review, engineering and construction. 
Metro should create a matrix of all projects currently in 
development or implementation and proactively determine the 
applicability of this policy to those projects. 

50 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Projects that are deemed to be too far into design and/or As indicated in the Policy, we will be identifying opportunities for 
construction to be covered by this policy should be identified incorporating Complete Streets infrastructure into transit and highway 
and retrofit strategies developed, with priority on those projects planning and design, new construction, reconstruction, retrofits, 
that might be made more complete through change orders with rehabilitations, and Metro capital grant programs. For transit projects 
supplemental funding. already far into design/construction, the Metro Board has adopted a 

First Last Mile Strategic Plan, which includes implementation of pilot 
projects and prioritization in the Call for Projects. We continue to 
actively seek existing and new funding sources to implement the 
Plan. We clarified this in the Policy. 

51 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

We are also concerned that the development of this Complete The development of the Policy included consultation with various 
Streets Policy has been siloed from other ongoing planning functional areas and departments within Metro as well as external 
efforts at Metro and in the subregions, such as the mobility stakeholder engagement with the Metro Technical Advisory 
matrices being developed by each council of governments. It is Committee and its Subcommittees, the California Department of 
unclear whether the projects currently being developed are Transportation, Southern California Association of Governments, 
seeped properly and in compliance with this policy direction. Councils of Governments, and other stakeholders. The Policy will be 

considered as part of the Mobility Matrices effort. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

52 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Metro should explicitly state that any projects included in any Current and future projects and programs led by Metro and any 
future ballot measure or LRTP update will be compliant with the capital grant programs administered by our agency would be subject 
Complete Streets Policy. to Board-adopted policies, including the Complete Streets Policy. 

53 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Additionally, the draft policy is dependent on local agencies' A number of jurisdictions within LA County have adopted , or in the 
applying to grant programs before the complete streets process of updating, the General Plan to comply with the Complete 
mandate is effective. Given that state law has required local Streets Act of 2008 or have adopted Complete Streets Policies. 
agencies to include complete streets since 2011, Metro should Metro works in collaboration with local jurisdictions to advance the 
be as proactive as possible in ensuring that all 89 local region 's transportation agenda. We have identified a number of 
jurisdictions come into compliance with the Complete Streets opportunities and actions within this Policy to support local efforts. 
Act. Metro should explore whether it is legally possible to 
condition any pass-through funding, such as local return and or 
TDA, on compliance with this policy. If so, the same 2017 
requirement should apply to both grant and formula funding 
programs. 

54 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Ensure Accountability and Transparency with Enforceable For Metro-led corridor planning projects , we will be guided by our 
Exceptions Policy Board-adopted policies, including this Policy, to consider all users of 
National best practices are clear that successful complete the roadway during project conception and development. The 
streets policies have high-level approval by an elected body or exceptions noted in the Policy would apply to Metro's capital grant 
public committee. The draft exceptions and procedure included programs for projects we do not directly control and are implemented 
in the Complete Streets Policy are unacceptable and by local jurisdictions. The local jurisdiction will also be guided by its 
inconsistent with both state law and national best practices. own Complete Streets policy, the adoption of which is a requirement 

for eligibility in future capital grant funding cycles starting January 1, 
2017. We have clarified this in the Policy. 
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55 !Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Exception #1 : Most complete streets policies do not allow an 
exception where non-motorized users are prohibited . Instead, 
the best practice is to include improvements to a parallel 
corridor to provide roughly equivalent access to all users. Metro 
has had great success implementing bikeways and walkways 
along transit lines including the Orange Line and Expo Line. 
State law and Caltrans Policy codify a similar approach in the 
design and construction of new freeways (SHC §887 et. seq. ; 
DD-64-R1 ). All Metro-funded highway improvements should 
include parallel improvements for non-motorized travel , while 
new freeway construction should include new pathways for non-
motorized travel. 

56 !Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Exception #2: There is no location in Los Angeles County, the 
most populous county in the United States, where a scarcity of 
population would warrant an exception to the Complete Streets 
Policy. Even the most remote rural roads in the county are 
popular bicycle touring routes and provide important regional 
travel. This exception should be deleted. 

57 !Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Response 

See response to comment #54. Inclusion of specific multimodal 
elements are evaluated as part of each project development. 

Los Angeles County consists of a diversity of place types and 
population densities. This exception is consistent with those set 
forth in the Federal Highway Administration Accommodating Bicycle 
and Pedestrian Travel Policy Statement. 

Exception #3: This exception is vague with unclear applicability.ISee response to comment #54. 
This leaves the policy open to interpretation and abuse 
unnecessarily. This exception should be deleted. 
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58 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Exception #4 : This exception is appropriate and in line with best Inclusion of specific mitigation measures and corresponding costs 
practices. A mitigation fund for those projects that qualify for are evaluated as part of project development. 
this exception should be established greater than or equal to 
1 0% of project cost. 

! 

59 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active I 

Transportation Collaborative I 
I 
I 

The exceptions procedure must be transparent and Under Exceptions, we have revised the language in the Policy to 
accountable, with high-level approval. All exceptions should be state: "The recommendation for exceptions will be made by the lead 
approved by the Metro Board of Directors. We further staff responsible for the application evaluation of the grant funding 
recommend that a Complete Streets Implementation program. However, the approval for exceptions will be considerd by 
Committee be established with representatives from local the Metro Board of Directors as part of the review for award of 
agencies, Metro modal leads, modal advocacy organizations funding . The exceptions shall be documented and included in the 
and Caltrans to review applications for exceptions and advise funding recommendation report to the Metro Board of Directors and 
project managers on potential alternative solutions that do not posted on Metro's Complete Streets webpage." 
require an exception . Exceptions would then be forwarded to 
the board for approval with a recommendation from the 
committee. 

60 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Identify Lead Departments for Implementation Steps In many instances, the implementation actions will include 
We appreciate the inclusion of a robust implementation plan collaboration among the different functional areas and departments 
and find that this is essential to the policy's eventual success. within Metro. 
This plan would be strengthened by identifying responsible 
agencies or departments within Metro for each implementation 
action. 
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61 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Implementation would be strengthened by the creation of a See response to comment #59. 
Complete Streets Implementation Committee, described above, 
to valuate exceptions and monitor staff's implementation of this 
work plan . By formalizing the stakeholder consultation alluded 
to in the implementation section (p.13), this committee would 
complement the collaborative approach Metro intends to take 
with complete streets by incorporating local agency and modal 
stakeholders, while adding a level of transparency and 
accountability. 

62 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

We also note that the vast majority of implementation actions Metro staff will be providing a semi-annual update on the status of 
are scheduled to commence within two years and believe that Policy implementation to the Ad-Hoc Sustainability Committee. As 
then is an appropriate time to re-evaluate the policy's part of next steps, we will include the following action in Table 2 
effectiveness. Most regional agencies that are Metro's peers Complete Streets Implementation Plan : "Review and consider 
across the state are currently updating their original complete updates to the Complete Streets Policy at least every five years." 
streets policies based on years of experience with their first 
policies. Scheduling a look back for two years from now will 
prepare Metro to stay current with best practices and lessons 
learned throughout the state. 
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63 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Integrate Policy with Ongoing Planning Efforts, Including The Policy is intended to complement a number of existing Metro 
First/Last-Mile Strategic Plan policies, including the First Last Mile Strategic Plan and Countywide 
Since adoption of the Joint Work Program with SCAG, Metro Sustainability Planning Policy and Implementation Plan. We will 
has made substantial progress on sustainability and multimodal clarify this in the Policy under "Policy Context." Inclusion of specific 
planning . While the Complete Streets Policy is an outgrowth of intermodal and first last mile components and corresponding costs 
these efforts, it does not refer back to effectively incorporate are determined as part of each project development. Metro, like 
recent successes such as the First/Last-Mile Strategic Plan. many other peer agencies, operate in the context of finite resources 
We would like to see a commitment to incorporate first/last-mile and constrained funding . However, with proactive planning and 
improvements as an essential element of all transit corridor strategic investments, we continue to leverage our resources and 
projects by dedicating a small portion (3 percent) of project build partnerships to support greater investments within the County. 
costs to pedestrian and bicycle improvements within the FT A-
established radii of stations (%-mile for pedestrians, 3-miles for 
bicyclists). While we applaud Metro's recent success at winning 
state and federal grants for first/last-mile projects, the need to 
seek funding for retrofits--even on lines currently in design-build 
-is a symptom of incomplete upfront planning. 

64 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Additionally, Metro's Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy See response to comment #5. The TOO Planning Grant is 
makes explicit support of 'Transportation and Land Use mentioned in Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation Plan #6.8. 
Integration" yet the draft Complete Streets Policy barely 
mentions land use and provides no clear strategy for 
coordinating land use with local jurisdictions. Existing 
programs, such as the Transit-Oriented Development Planning 
Grants, are examples of good work in this area, but are not 
mentioned. To the extent that context is intended to inform the 
appropriateness of various complete streets improvements, the 
mutually dependent relationship of good land use and complete 
transportation networks should be better articulated in this 
policy. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

65 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Prioritize Safety as an Outcome See response to comment #11. Measures to improve safety on our 
The draft policy makes regular reference to safety, particularly roadways require active collaboration between partner agencies and 
in the context of making the transportation network "safe and multiple stakeholders. Performance metrics will be developed as part 
convenient" for all users. However, safety is not effectively of the next steps of the implementation plan. In addition, Metro's 
integrated into specific and achievable goals, nor the Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy includes a performance 
implementation plan. A specific implementation action should evaluation component to track progress toward achieving Metro's 
be to identify hot spots for injury/fatal collisions and initiate sustainability policies and priorities, which incorporate Complete 
project development in consultation with local and subregional Streets. Our progress on that effort would be captured in the annual 
agencies to address recurring safety issues. Metro should set a Sustainability Report. In addition , Metro is currently updating the 
specific goal of reducing fatal & serious injury collisions by 50 Long Range Transportation Plan and will be developing an Active 
percent by 2020 and to zero fatalities by 2030. Transportation Strategic Plan, both of which will be exploring robust 

performance metrics related to safety, health , access, bicycle and 
pedestrian travel , among other measures. This will be further 
clarified in the Policy under the section on Complete Streets Policy 
Statement, Implementation #4 Performance Measures and in Table 2 
Complete Streets Implementation Plan . 

66 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Additionally, the draft policy correctly identifies the best current The Policy contains a few examples of best practice design 
design documents for transportation facilities , including the documents. Additional best practices will be identified as part of the 
NACTO guides and Model Design Manual for Living Streets . next steps, as indicated in Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation 
Missing from design consideration is Crime Prevention Through Plan , #1 .2 and #1 .3. 
Environmental Design (CPTED), which is a critical oversight 
when planning transportation improvements in disadvantaged 
communities. 

- -- - -
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

67 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin , Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Integrating Equity into Countywide Planning Metro goes to great lengths to better understand county transit riders 
As a regional agency, Metro is challenged with serving all in order to improve operations and service. A review of the Metro 
constituents equally while also recognizing that certain 2011 Systemwide On-Board Origin-Destination Study indicates that 
communities require additional resources to truly create equity. 75% of transit riders belong to households earning less than $25,000 
Metro's peer agencies, such as MTC in the Bay Area, have and half of all passengers are transit-dependent, i.e. , they belong to 
proactively identified "communities of concern" to quantifiably households that do not own any vehicles. Evaluation of needs is part 
justify proactive investment strategies in targeted of our agency's ongoing effort to better serve our customers. 
neighborhoods. Statewide, the recent release of 
CaiEnviroScreen 2.0 is informing strategies to target cap-and-
trade and Active Transportation Program funds into these 
communities. These communities are at higher risk of a broad 
range of health and environmental risk factors that can be 
mitigated with more strategic investment in sustainable 
transportation . 

68 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Metro has an opportunity to create an equity framework aligned See response to comment #67. We have identified a number of 
with new state programs to ensure that local agency partners opportunities and actions in the Policy where Metro can support local 
have the resources and technical assistance needed to efforts. 
compete in these new grant programs. A strong framework 
positions the county to secure additional transportation 
resources to address underserved communities while ensuring 
that local transportation decisions are informed by the best 
available information. Creating an equity framework should be 
added as an implementation action. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

69 Jessica Meaney and Eric Bruin, Los Angeles County Active 
Transportation Collaborative 

Complete Streets Policy is Critical to Development of a Comment noted. 
Countywide, Multimodal System 
Despite the above critiques, the draft policy is a strong starting 
point for discussion and a commendable effort by staff to 
address complicated issues that span the entire agency. We 
also appreciate staff's collaborative approach to working with 
our partners. The Complete Streets Policy provides an 
opportunity for Metro to celebrate its recent efforts on 
sustainability and active transportation , while translating these 
efforts into business-as-usual. With these revisions , the policy 
will position Metro in better alignment with state goals and as a 

I 
reliable partner for local agencies who are already leading the I 

way for complete streets. Thank you for your consideration of ! 

these comments. Should you have any questions, we can be 
reached at jessica@saferoutespartnership.org and eric@la-
bike.org. We look forward to working with you to adopt a strong 
Complete Streets Policy for Metro. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

70 D. Malcom Carson, Community Health Councils; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza , Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami, Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla, Pacoima Beautiful 

It is an exciting time in Los Angeles County to experience the Comment noted. 
unprecedented support of Complete Streets throughout the 
region . Community Health Councils (CHC), and the 
undersigned organizations and individuals, commend the Los 
Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority ("Metro") 
for creating a draft Complete Streets Policy ("Policy") to guide 
funding and planning of projects and corridors in Los Angeles 
County. The Policy is a refreshing first step towards recognizing 
the important impact Complete Streets planning and design has 
on the safety, efficiency and long-term sustainability of the 
region 's transportation network. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

71 D. Malcom Carson, Community Health Councils; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza , Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami , Natural Resources 
Defense Council; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla , Pacoima Beautiful 

The concept and design of Complete Streets prioritize the Comment noted. 
safety, accessibility, and mobility of all road users, which 
includes drivers, bicyclists, abled and disabled pedestrians, and 
transit riders . But the effects of Complete Streets, and the 
elements that impact Complete Streets success, extend 
beyond the roadway and sidewalks. Public health, I 

environmental sustainability, land use and development and I 

are all part of the Complete Streets vision. The undersigned 
organizations and individuals respectfully submit our 
recommendations to Metro to continue building a 
comprehensive and suitable Complete Streets policy for the 
County of Los Angeles. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

72 D. Malcom Carson , Community Health Councils ; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan , Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza , Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami , Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; El izabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veron ica 
Padilla , Pacoima Beautiful 

1) Primary recommendation: Use system-wide safety and See responses to comments #11 and #13. 
health-based performance measures for evaluations, 
exceptions, and other criteria to prioritize highest need 
areas. 
Safety is of the most important benefits of Complete Streets 
designs. Also, the intrinsic connection between health and 
transportation is clearly illustrated by improvements to active 
transportation infrastructure through Complete Streets designs. 
This draft of the Metro Complete Streets Policy has opportunity 
to strengthen the connection between safety, health and 
Complete Streets. 

' 
. 

73 D. Malcom Carson , Community Health Councils; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium ; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza, Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami , Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veron ica 
Padilla, Pacoima Beautiful 

It is not surprising that neighborhoods with limited access to We have identified opportunities and actions in the Policy where 
private vehicles exhibit the highest rates of transit ridership , Metro can support Complete Streets implementation. 
walking and biking as primary modes of transportation. It also 
may not be surprising that collision rates with bicyclists and 
pedestrians in these neighborhoods are higher than average. 
However, it should not be acceptable that residents of Los 
Angeles are living in disparately more dangerous travel 
conditions that put their lives at risk because they face financial 
or systemic barriers in a transportation network currently 
designed to favor motor vehicles. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

74 D. Malcom Carson , Community Health Councils ; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza , Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami, Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla, Pacoima Beautiful 

Multi-modal transportation planning eases the burden on Los We concur that there are numerous benefits of a multi-modal and 
Angeles ' congested streets by providing alternatives to driving integrated transportation system. 
single-occupied automobiles, which provides opportunities to 
improve public health . There is a 6 percent increase in the 
likelihood of obesity for each additional hour per day spent in a 
car. Safe, affordable and convenient multi-modal options of 
transportation can provide daily opportunities for physical 
activity, without the burden of time (separate exercise 
regimens) or money (gym memberships, exercise equipment, 
etc.) and also reduce greenhouse gas emissions (36% of total 
statewide emissions in California are from transportation). 
Complete Streets benefits include environmental sustainability, 
public health improvements, and safety, with greatest impacts 
possible in neighborhoods with the highest needs for active 
transportation infrastructure improvements. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

75 D. Malcom Carson , Community Health Councils ; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza, Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami , Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla, Pacoima Beautiful 

Detailed secondary recommendations include: See response to comment #13. 
Implementation (#4 Performance Measures, p. 13): 
Specify metrics applied to all projects evaluated for Complete 
Streets health and safety outcomes, including but not limited to 
pedestrian and bicyclist collisions, particularly resulting in 
injuries and/or fatalities and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) as a 
tool of measurement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

76 D. Malcom Carson , Community Health Councils; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza , Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami , Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla, Pacoima Beautiful 

Implementation Plan (#4 Corridor Projects, p. 15): See response to comment #13. We will be developing appropriate 
Utilize data for the following existing health outcomes and performance criteria as part of the next steps as indicated in Table 2 
social factors to prioritize Complete Streets projects and Complete Streets Implementation Plan #6.4. 
applications in areas with the highest need: 
- Physical activity-related health outcomes such as obesity, 
diabetes and heart disease 
- Pedestrian and bicyclist injury and fata lity rate due to motor 
vehicle collisions 
- Rate of zero vehicle households 
- Existing transit ridersh ip and active transportation mode share 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

??a D. Malcom Carson , Community Health Councils ; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan , Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza, Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami , Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla , Pacoima Beautiful 

2) Primary recommendation: Support Complete Streets Housing plus transportation costs provide a more complete 
design by prioritizing affordable housing and local assessment of affordability than the cost of housing alone. Studies 
amenities in Metro Joint Development Transit-Oriented have shown that places with access to services, robust transportation 
Development (TOO) projects. options, and other characteristics can lower the household 
Metro can leverage its role as a transit-oriented developer and transportation costs . Effects of transportation plus housing costs as a 
support Complete Streets designs by prioritizing affordable result of Complete Streets implemenation at the local level can be 
housing and local amenities in Metro Joint Development Transit evaluated as part of partnerships with other organizations to inform 
Oriented Development (TOO) projects. Although host cities and future policies. 
the Los Angeles County Department of Regional Planning 
determine land use through zoning and development 
restrictions , Metro releases Requests for Proposal (RFPs) for 
Metro-owned transit-proximate properties and determines 
which allowed developments can be constructed. This gives the 
agency significant influence over the types of land uses that 
would be available-or inaccessible-to existing communities 
near new and planned transit stations. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

77b As described above, Complete Streets are connected to many See response to comment #77a. 
comprehensive elements of planning, design and development 
that improve the health and safety of road users. The streets of 
Los Angeles County are primarily under the jurisdiction of the 
88 host cities and LA County Department of Public Works, but 
Complete Streets designs can also be supported through land 
use decisions. Metro's role as a land owner and joint developer 
has potential to add support to active transportation 
infrastructure and programming implemented by host cities. 
Low-income households are more likely to regularly use transit 
and active modes of transportation, such as walking and/or 
biking. As shown in Appendix 1, Census tracts within a half-
mile of existing and proposed Metro light rail and Transitway 
(Orange and Silver lines) stations contain almost twice the rate 
of zero vehicle households (average 18.4 percent) than the 
County as a whole (9.7 percent)iv. Affordable housing units 
combined with fewer parking spaces and commercial uses that 
encourage public and active transportation (i.e. avoiding retail 
uses such as large wholesale stores that require private 
automobiles) support Metro infrastructure and use. 

------------ - - ---
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

78 D. Malcom Carson , Community Health Councils; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza , Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami , Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla , Pacoima Beautiful 

Detailed secondary recommendations include: This policy covers Metro's Joint Development Program, with 
Complete Streets Principles (#4 All Projects and Phases, p. implementation actions for next steps included in Table 2 Complete 
12): Streets Implementation Plan #2.1 and #2.2. 
Expand incorporation of Complete Streets "infrastructure" in all 
projects and phases to include design and programming . 
Include real estate development in the list of programs and 
processes controlled by Metro that would incorporate Complete 
Streets "infrastructure, design and programming". (Also 
relevant to Complete Streets Principles #3 Complete Streets 
Routinely Addressed by All Departments.) 

I 
! 

79 D. Malcom Carson , Community Health Councils; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton , Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza, Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami , Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla, Pacoima Beautiful 

Implementation Plan (#2 Joint Development, p. 14): Housing plus transportation costs provide a more complete 
o Add a Plan item to include prioritization in RFP's for assessment of affordability than the cost of housing alone. Studies 
affordable housing units for Extremely Low, Very Low and Low have shown that places with access to services, robust transportation 
income households. options, and other characteristics can lower the household 
o Add a Plan item to include appropriate text in RFP's that transportation costs . Effects of transportation plus housing costs as a 
emphasizes limiting on-site development parking spaces. result of Complete Streets implemenation at the local level can be 
Page 4 of 6 evaluated as part of partnerships with other organizations to inform 
o Strengthen Joint Development Plan 2.1 to "require multimodal future policies. 
design and access". 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

BOa D. Malcom Carson, Community Health Councils ; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton, Jubilee Consortium ; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention All iance; Remy De Ia Peza, Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami, Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla , Pacoima Beautiful 

3) Establish a Complete Streets oversight committee See responses to comments #54 and #59. 
comprised of a diverse range of internal and external 
experts and stakeholders empowered to provide overall 
policy guidance and approve or deny significant 
exceptions to the Complete Streets Policy. 
The Metro Complete Streets Policy is a great step forward for 
the safety, health, environmental and equity benefits that 
Complete Streets treatments can bring to Los Angeles County. 
As supporters of quality, safe and accessible active 
transportation opportunities and re-purposing our transportation 
networks to serve all users, the undersigned organizations 
envision this pol icy having broad , far-reaching influence on 
improving travel for the millions of travelers in the region . It is 
important that these potential positive impacts be monitored for 
the multitude of possible intended and unforeseen outcomes. 
While we respect the technical expertise and shared support 
for multi-modal transportation systems of Metro staff, we 
strongly urge that decisions to apply any approvals for 
Complete Streets exceptions to Metro projects be open to 
review from a diverse committee comprised of internal and 

80b While we respect the technical expertise and shared support See responses to comments #54 and #59. 
for multi-modal transportation systems of Metro staff, we 
strongly urge that decisions to apply any approvals for 
Complete Streets exceptions to Metro projects be open to 
review from a diverse committee comprised of internal and 
external stakeholders from a variety of fields, backgrounds, and 
experiences, as well as project staff leads. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

81 D. Malcom Carson, Community Health Councils ; Jaime 
Edwards-Acton , Jubilee Consortium; Scott Chan, Asian Pacific 
Islander Obesity Prevention Alliance; Remy De Ia Peza, Little 
Tokyo Service Center; Damon Nagami, Natural Resources 
Defense Council ; Elizabeth Blaney, Union de Vecinos; Veronica 
Padilla , Pacoima Beautiful 

We, the undersigned organizations, support the implementation Comment noted. 
of Complete Streets planning and design in all departments and 
aspects of Metro's service to the region . We hope our 
suggestions will further strengthen the commitment Los 
Angeles County has made to improving travel, access and 
mobility to all residents, workers and visitors to our region . 
Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to 
working closely with Metro in the future to achieve the goals 
and principles of Complete Streets for the agency. 

82 Tomas Carranza , City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on Metro's Comment noted. 
draft Complete Streets Policy. The City of Los Angeles is 
currently updating the Mobility Element of the General Plan . 
The updated Mobility Element, which was a featured 
presentation at Metro's first Complete Streets workshop earlier 
this year, includes policies that are well aligned with Metro's 
proposed Complete Streets Policy document, and will include a 
Complete Streets Manual that provides city staff with a toolkit of 
options to implement enhancements for all users of our street 
system. 

• 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

83 Tomas Carranza, City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation 

It is worth noting that during the preparation of the city's Mobility See response to comment #38. 
Element Update, it was clear that certain modal priorities 
needed to be established for key arterials based on context 
sensitive evaluations, public feedback and a review of 
transportation related data. It was also a challenge to 
effectively enhance all streets to accommodate all modes in an 
equal fashion. So, while the City envisions a network of 
Complete Streets that provide safe and efficient transportation 
for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, and car and truck 
drivers, the Mobility Element also proposes an "enhanced 
network system" that sets modal priorities along key roadways. 
This approach layers roadway systems that prioritize a certain 
mode within each layer. While each street will accommodate 
all modes and provide wider sidewalks, layering networks 
serves to emphasize a particular mode on a particular street as 
part of a larger system. 
LADOT was well represented at the two workshops hosted by 
Metro. Many of our comments were submitted verbally during 
the presentations. Again , we appreciate Metro's leadership in 
encouraging cities to plan and design transportation networks 
that are accommodating to all users of the system. LADOT 
looks forward to working collaboratively with Metro to pursue 
this vision. 

84 Frederick Dock, City of Pasadena 

The Pasadena Department of Transportation would like to Comment noted . 
thank Metro for the leadership demonstrated though the 
development of the Metro Complete Street Policy. We have 
reviewed the Draft Metro Complete Streets Policy and find that 
is consistent and supportive of Pasadena's efforts to balance 
the mobility needs of all users of the transportation network. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

85 Frederick Dock, City of Pasadena 

Through the update of the General Plan Mobility Element the Comment noted. 
Department of Transportation is developing the City's first I 

I 

Complete Streets Plan . The Complete Streets Plan is a multi- I 

modal approach to network planning that involves streets, 
transit needs, bicycle connectivity, and pedestrian design. The 
development of the Pasadena Complete Streets Plan relies on 
two basic tenets - a commitment to retain the mature urban 
environment within Pasadena and a commitment to provide 
adequately sized and connected facilities for non-auto modes 
of travel. This is a departure from the historic norm of a supply-
driven needs approach that defaults to expanding street 
capacity to accommodate estimated auto needs. 

86 Frederick Dock, City of Pasadena 

Streets and roadways are the primary transportation facilities in Comment noted. 
Pasadena. In the past, streets and roadways were viewed as 
primarily for automobile travel. This view has evolved over time 
to recogn ize the important role streets also play for travel by 
walking , bicycling, and using transit. The new view recognizes 
roadways within a complete streets context where the needs of 
all mobility types, users and ability levels are considered and 
accommodated . 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

87 Frederick Dock, City of Pasadena 

While roadways still serve two basic functions from a design Comment noted. 
standpoint for vehicles- to provide mobility and property 
access- they are an important public space, which should be 
considered in their design and operation. Traditionally, high 
speeds were desirable for mobility, while low speeds were 
more desirable for access. Today, speeds should consider 
multiple operational objectives such as proximity to vulnerable 
users, stability of flow, fuel consumption , air pollution and 
greenhouse gas emissions, and collision severity. Further, the 
City's roadway system should attempt to provide a high level of 
connectivity which increases the opportunity to connect places 
using multiple travel choices. 

88 Frederick Dock, City of Pasadena 

As Pasadena updates its General Plan, the City is using this Attachment 1 of the Policy will be updated to include Pasadena's 
opportunity to redefine critical aspects of its transportation General Plan Mobility Element Complete Streets policies and 
policy. In addition to sustainability, the City's transportation guidelines. 
system is expected to support the goals of livability, 
neighborhood protection and mobility. The Mobility Element is 
focused on three main policy objectives: 

• Create a Supportive Climate for Economic Viability 
o Mobility strategies to improve economic and neighborhood 

vitality 
• Enhance Livability 

o Guidelines for greater equity, community health and safety 
• Encourage Walking, Biking , Transit, and other Alternatives to 
Motor Vehicles 
o Strategies to encourage non-auto travel 
o Protection of residential neighborhoods 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

89a !Frederick Dock, City of Pasadena 

Through the update of the General Plan Mobility Element !See response to comment #88. 
Pasadena is addressing a mandate from the State of California 
to include the following Complete Street policies and guidelines 
to meet the mobility needs of all transportation network users. 
Frederick Dock, City of Pasadena 

City of Pasadena 
General Plan - Mobility Element Update 
Complete Street Related Policies 
1.2 Promote greater linkages between land uses and 
transit, as well as non-vehicular modes of transportation to 
reduce vehicular trip related emissions. 
1.5 Consider the mobility needs of the disabled, students 
and especially seniors, when designing new infrastructure and 
developing transportation programs 
1.6 Design streets to achieve safe interaction for all modes 
of travel particularly for pedestrians and bicycle users. 
1.11 Design Streets to reflect the mobility needs of the 
adjacent land use context to support healthy activities such as 
walking and bicycling 
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# !Comment (Main Points) !Response 

89b 11 .12 Apply traffic management measures to manage I See response to comment #88. 
vehicular speeds as a function of designated street type to 
ensure safe and orderly movement of all modes of travel. 
1.17 Design streets to improve access to destinations by 
transit, bicycle and walking . 
1.18 Increase walking and bicycling to local destinations and 
regional transportation services by developing wayfinding 
signage for pedestrians and bicyclists. 
1.19 Develop measures to reduce conflict areas for bicyclists 
such as driveways and right turn lanes. 
1.20 Develop measures that would reduce conflicts between 
bicyclists and pedestrians on sidewalks especially in 
commercial areas. 
2.13 Amend the existing transportation impact fee to include 
pedestrian and bicycle improvements in addition to street and 
transit improvements 

90 I Frederick Dock, City of Pasadena 

The Metro Complete Streets Policy identifies how the operation !Comment noted. 
of the region 's roadways will be managed in the future to 
balance a variety of objectives that consider all roadway users, 
recognizes constraints such as fund ing limitations, and 
addresses the tradeoffs of roadway operations with other 
community values such as safety, environmental protection , 
quality of life, and economic development. 
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# Comment (Main Points) 

91 I Diana Chang , Culver CityBus 

Culver CityBus fully supports the concept of Complete Street, 
and , after reviewing Metro's draft Complete Street Policy, we 
have the following comments: 

1. Under the "Goal" section (page 3), in addition to improve 
access to public transit, the Complete Street Policy needs to 
specifically acknowledge the fact that public transit plays a 
critical role in maintaining and improving the overall mobility of 
the region , as it is able to transport a large number of people 
per vehicle (providing great mobility benefits). In this regard , it 
is important to design and prioritize projects to accommodate 
and improve the efficiency of public transit or, at the very least, 
not create negative impacts to public transit operations. 

Response 

We revised the language under Policy Goal to clarify the importance 
of public transit. 
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# Comment (Main Points) 

92 I Diana Chang , Culver CityBus 

2. Under the first paragraph of "Corridor Planning" section 
(page 1 0), our comment is that bus transit and other intermodal 
connectivity infrastructures need to be clearly defined and 
incorporated into the base project scope of all Metro rail 
stations and other applicable transportation projects. All ra il 
stations need to have an lntermodal Connectivity Infrastructure 
Program that includes the following : 
- Bus layover area with at least 4 bus parking spaces and place 
for buses to turnaround ; 
- Designated parking spaces for vanpool/carpool ; 
- Designated areas for kiss-and-ride, private shuttles, taxi cabs, 
etc. (these are additional mobility options people use to get 
to/from the stations, and they need to be accommodated as 
well. Accommodating these mobility options will also prevent 
them from competing with the bus operators on the use of area 
designated for buses) 
- Bus operator restroom (an important component that impacts 
the planning and implementation of bus operations) 
- Bikeshare and other bike facilities (bike racks and lockers, 
bike station , and restroom/changing room/showers for 
bicyclists); 
- Carshare facility. 

Response 

Inclusion of specific intermodal connectivity elements are evaluated 
as part of each project development. Elements mentioned by the 
commenter are included where appropriate and feasible . To address 
the need for a comprehensive approach to incorporating intermodal 
connectivity infrastructure into Metro's corridor project planning and 
development, the Policy Implementation Plan will include the 
following language: "Develop lntermodal Connectivity Guidelines to 
provide guidance to project team members and/or consultants for 
development and incorporation of key intermodal elements into 
project scope during planning and development for Metro Corridor 
Planning Projects. Where applicable, update Metro design criteria to 
reflect intermodal connectivity elements and first last mile 
integration." 
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# Comment (Main Points) 

93 I Diana Chang, Culver CityBus 

3. Under the second paragraph of "Corridor Planning" 
section (page 1 0), our comment is that the environmental 
documents as referenced need to consistently and clearly 
define the intermodal connectivity infrastructures (such as the 
proposed program above) and how these infrastructure would 
help with reducing the trips created by the project. This would 
make it more difficult to value engineer these infrastructure out 
of the projects during the implementation stage and easier for 
advocates of intermodal connectivity infrastructure to make an 
argument in effort to ensure that these infrastructures get built. 

94 I Diana Chang, Culver CityBus 

4. Under the third paragraph of "Transportation Funding" 
section (page 11 ), the impact checklist used for the Call for 
Projects also needs to include public transit to encourage 
applicants to document how the needs of public transit were 
considered in the process of planning and/or designing the 
proposed project. 

95 I Diana Chang, Culver CityBus 

Response 

This is addressed in Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation Plan 
#4.1. 

Consideration of public transit will be part of the Complete Streets 
Project Initiation Checklist that will be developed as part of 
Implementation Action #6.1 to ensure that project sponsors have 
considered all users during project planning, design, and 
construction. 

5. The Complete Street Implementation Plan need to include I We revised the text to add additional clarification in Table 2 Complete 
a new item: "Seek opportunities to include transit and other Streets Implementation Plan #3.04. 
intermodal connectivity infrastructure onto new or retrofit Metro 
capital projects, transit and highway corridor planning and 
design, and Metro facilities to maximize efficiencies." 

96 I Diana Chang, Culver CityBus 

6. The Complete Street Implementation Plan, Item 6.1, !See response to comment #94. 
needs to add transit as part of the impact checklist for the Call 
for Projects application. 
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# Comment (Main Points) 

97 !Joseph Sanderson 

I urge Metro, as it adopts its Complete Streets Policy, to 
consider how grants and future transportation ballot measures 
can be designed to incentivize municipalities to adopt high-
quality complete streets and, more generally, prudent 
transportation and TOD policies of their own. All too often, 
conflict between the vast number of governments in LA County 
frustrates progress in improving the County's transportation 
system. Future ballot measures should condition some or all of 
the local return funding on adopting basic policies to ensure 
complete streets, regional cooperation, and transit-oriented 
development. Similar requirements should apply to other forms 
of grants to municipalities . 

When Metro funds municipalities, it shouldn't be a blank check. 
Funding is a key lever Metro can use to make sure cities 
pursue policies that serve the whole region's interests. The 
Complete Streets Policy should include funding conditions as a 
strategy to achieve a county transportation network that works 
for all its users. 

Response 

Current and future projects and programs led by Metro and any 
capital grant programs administered by our agency would be subject 
to Board-adopted policies, including the Complete Streets Policy. By 
January 1, 2017, local jurisdictions will be required to have an 
adopted Complete Streets Policy, an adopted City Council Resolution 
supporting Complete Streets, or an adopted General Plan consistent 
with the Complete Streets Act of 2008 in order to be eligible for Metro 
capital grant funds . Metro works in collaboration with local 
jurisdictions to advance the region's transportation agenda. We have 
identified a number of opportunities and actions within this Policy 
where we can support local efforts to implement Complete Streets. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

98 Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

As President of the Gateway Cities Council of Governments Comment noted. 
(GCCOG) 
representing the 27 cities of South East Los Angeles County, I 
am delighted to submit these comments on Gateway Cities 
COG the Draft Complete Streets Policy developed by the Los 
Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA). 
On behalf of the GCCOG, I would like to thank Ms. Tham I 

Nguyen for the presentations she made to both the GCCOG 
Transportation Committee and the Planning Directors Meeting 
in September. 

99 Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

The GCCOG is supportive of the Complete Streets Policy and Comment noted. 
the policy elements will be incorporated into the GCCOG 
Arterial Master plan that is a core piece of the GCCOG 
Strategic Transportation Plan. The GCOG would like to present 
the following comments/questions about the Complete Streets 
Policy for incorporation into the plan or to the subsequent 
coordination document. 

100 Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

The Goals should include the goal of collaboration with the Collaboration with stakeholders, including countywide and local 
Countywide transit operators, would be part of the implementation process to 
and local transit operators, and the Los Angeles County support the goals of the Policy. We have updated the 
transportation Implementation Section #3B, Stakeholder Consultation , to include 
system as a whole. transit operators. As mentioned in the Policy, active collaboration 

among partner agencies are necessary to create a fully integrated 
transportation system that serves all users. These agencies would 
include local transit operators. 
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# Comment (Main Points) Response 

101 Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

The Policy correctly determines that: "There is no specific See responses to comments #11 and #40 . 
design prescription ; each street is unique and its design reflects 
the context of the community and the street network." There 
then follows a discussion about different streets may be 
prioritized for different modal travel. This discussion should be 
expanded to emphasize safety as a determining factor. Safety, 
particularly for the more physically vulnerable modes 
(pedestrian/bicycling) should be emphasized wherever possible 
within the context of Complete Streets. This is especially 
important in areas where the predominant use of the street is 
goods movement; there may be situation where a bicycle lane 
is inappropriate due to high truck volumes or speed. Gateway 
Cities has some concern that regional funding through the Call 
for Projects may favor streets that accommodate all modes 
above those that cannot safely or reasonably address the 
needs of all modes on a particular arterial or other street. 

102 Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

Expand the funding discussion to include a notation that much Table 1 lists the various potential funding sources for Complete 
of the Prop C 25% is committed and that CMAQ and RSTP Streets implementation and used for illustrative purposes only. 
funds are generally unavailable for the Measure R period due CMAQ and RSTP funds have generally been programmed in the Call 
to their commitment to other projects and programs; including for Projects to support complete streets implementation. Metro uses 
transit operations and maintenance. The funding discussion a combination of the various funding sources listed in Table 1 for the 
should emphasize the Call for Projects funding , Active Call for Projects. Local jurisdictions have used the various funding 
Transportation , Local Return funds and combinations of these sources identified in Table 1 for Complete Streets elements. 
funds for Complete Streets. 
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103 I Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

The development of the coordination design guidelines should 
be expedited to ensure that local jurisdictions do not burden 
transit operations with Complete Streets features that hinder 
transit usage or significantly increase operations schedules. 
These guidelines should include language specific to helping 
multiple jurisdictions create Complete Streets that are 
compatible across city boundaries as well as specific guidance 
on how to support transit operations. 

104 I Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

105 

COG Public Works Directors felt that a checklist for Complete 
Streets components would be helpful for jurisdictions to 
evaluate their street designs and determine which how various 
modes and project components can interact. 
Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

How will Joint Powers Authorities , transit operators and other 
entities without land use authority represent adoption or intent 
to adopt a Complete Streets Policy when they jurisdictional lack 
responsibility? 

106 I Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

Will the MTA be assisting cities with the adoption of these 
policies into their General Plans and/or provide sample 
Resolutions of Intent? 

Response 

We are currently in the early stages of developing the Preferred 
Strategies for Developing Bicycle and Bus Infrastructure Guidelines. 
These strategies will include best practices that are currently being 
utilized in other cities to coordinate Complete Streets implementation. 
As we develop these strategies, we will take into consideration the 
comments received from the commenter. 

The development of the Complete Streets project initiation checklist 
is part of Table 2 Complete Streets Implementation Plan #6.1. 

The requirement for adoption of a Complete Streets Policy to be 
eligible for Metro-administered capital grant funding applies to cities 
and the County. This will be clarified in Table 2 Complete Streets 
Implementation Plan #6.2. However, Metro encourages Joint Powers 
Authorities , transit operators, and other entities without land use 
authority to identify opportunities to support Complete Streets 
implementation and help advance state, regional , and local efforts to 
create a more complete and integrated transportation network that 
serves all users. 

Metro will be providing a sample Complete Streets policy to assist 
local jurisdictions. Jurisdictions will be encouraged to adapt the 
elements and language of the sample policy to meet their own 
circumstances and plans. 
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107 Brent Tercero, Gateway Cities Council of Governments 

I thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Comment noted. 
Complete Streets Policy and look forward to its adoption and 
utilization. If there are any questions please contact Richard 
Powers, Executive Director, Gateway Cities Council of 
Governments at 562 -663 -6850. 
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